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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Physical Background
Lately, the structure properties of nuclei excited far above the yrast line have
received great interest both from theoreticians and experimentalists. The
bulk of data covers the lightest nuclei, while information on the A = 150
nuclei has been rather scarce. The nuclei have mainly been studied by means
of the (n,v) reaction, /J-decay and heavy ion compound reactions. While the two
first reactions populate states of low excitation energy, the latter populate
states in a broad energy and spin window, making identification of specific ex
citation regions difficult. The approach chosen by the Oslo group is to use
single particle transfer reactions with excellent properties for energy and
spin determination. Such reactions, however, have a very small cross-section,
demanding refined detection techniques.
In the ground state most nuclei are in a superconducting phase with the
nucleons paired in time reversed orbits. The structure of nuclear levels in the
low excitation region is dominated by the available single particle orbitals
near the Fermi surface, the pairing interaction and the collective degrees of
freedom. The total Hamiltonian can thus be expressed as
H = H, H
P+

palr

+

H„ , ,.

(1)

u clu

When the temperature is raised, a phase transition into a regime which can
be described by the degenerate Fermi gas model'), is expected to take place
due to blocking effects from broken nucleon pairs. The idea is supported by
the fact that the y-ray spectra from high temperature regions show the
statistical shape typical of a Fermi gas. The model predicts a phase transition
at a critical temperature, T , which for neutrons is estimated to be )
2

c

T, = 0.567 • 4, = 0.5 MeV,

2

(2)

where \ is the pairing gap parameter at zero temperature. For the light rare
earth nuclei, the collapse of the neutron pairing correlations takes place at an
excitation energy of - 4.5 MeV.
There has been speculations on whether the nucleus undergoes a third
transition into a phase of a chaotic nature with erratic particle motion. A
systematic review ) of level spacings for several nuclei shows distributions as
expected in a chaotic system. The authors even claim that the chaotic phase
is present from the ground state and upwards.
3

This thesis aims to bring more information on the fundamental question of
phase transitions in nuclei.
In this work, we suggest new techniques and methods for the analysis to
obtain new information on these problems. Gross property studies are com
bined with studies of detailed level and decay properties of vibrational and
two-quasipartick states over a wide excitation region. In this way, we hope
to contribute to a more quantitative understanding of the microscopic
structure of highly excited states.
The present experimental techniques allow us to look for signatures for phase
transitions in heated nuclei. Deviations from the statistical decay pattern can
be used as an indicator for such a process. Observable signatures are abrupt
changes in the y-multiplicity as a function of excitation energy and enhance
ment of certain y-transitions in the first generation y-ray spectra. The Kquantum number is also an indicator, entering a chaotic phase, Kis expected
not longer to be a good quantum number.

1.2 Nuclear Reactions
The single particle transfer reactions populate nuclear states ranging from
the yrast line up to an excitation energy of- 50 MeV, which is the maximum
energy available at the Oslo Cyclotron, for the ( He, He) process. The main
emphasize has, however been laid on states below the neutron binding
3
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energy. The excitation energy, E , is determined by the ejectile energy
deposited in the particle telescopes. It is given as
t

(3)

*, = * w + «.-.8w + A.

where E
is the projectile energy, Æ ^ the ejectile energy, (?„ the ground
state Q-value and k a kinematic correction factor. The ('He^He) reaction for
odd-A rare earth nuclei has a Q-value of approximately 14 MeV, while the
(d,p) and (d,t) transfer reactions have values close to zero. In fig.1.1 the
PHe^He) single neutron pick-up reaction is demonstrated.
pmJ
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Fig.1.1: Schematic view of the ( He, He) neutron pick-up reaction.

The total spin of the residual nucleus is strongly restricted for these processes. For a single particle transfer reaction it is given by the relation
(4)

=!._.. + 1 . .

where I is the total spin, I
the spin of the transferred particle and I the
spin of the target nucleus. In the rare-earth region of interest, the ( He,*He)
reaction mostly involves pick-up of h
and J neutrons, giving rise to a
toJ

lralJ1

M r J
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transferred angular momentum oft = 5 and 6. Considering the ground state
spins of our targets, this implies that only states with spin less than 9ft in the
final nucleus can be populated, provided that multi-step processes are not
present. The (d,t) and the ( He, He') reactions favour a lower spin transfer,
typically / = 0 or 1. The spread in spin of the populated states, Al, is known
to be about 2ft ).
3
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1.3 Experimental Method
The experiments were carried out at the Cyclotron Laboratory at the
University of Oslo. The accelerator is a sector-focusing Scanditronix MC-35
cyclotron. Available projectiles are the light ions p, d, He and 'He.
3

A top view of the accelerator facility with the beam transport system and
target areas is shown in fig.1.2. A small scattering chamber is located at

Fig. 1.2: Overview of the accelerator facility.
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target area 1 where particle angular distribution measurements with Si
counters can be performed. At target area 2 an electron spectrometer of van
Klinken ) type is mounted. Permanent magnets are organized in an orange
like configuration, producing a toroidal magnetic field which deflects the
electrons to a cooled Si detector.
5

The experimental facility mainly used in the present study is located at target
area 3. The y-ray spectroscopic equipment has consisted of from two to eight
12.7 cm x 12.7 cm Nal detectors and from one to six Ge(Ii) detectors. Charged
particle detection has been accomplished using E — AE telescopes located
inside the evacuated target chamber. A typical set-up is presented in fig. 1.3.
The targets used are self-supporting metallic foils with thicknesses ranging
from 1.0 - 2.5 mg/cm .
2

A new experimental technique for studying heated nuclei has been developed
by the Oslo group. It is based on measuring outgoing charged particles from
single-particle transfer reactions in coincidence with y-ray radiation. Using

Fig. 1.3: A typical set-up for the particle-gamma coincidence measurements.
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this method, the deexcitation process can be studied for a well-defined
excitation energy region and in a narrow spin window.
The ejected charged particles are detected in particle telescopes placed
symmetrically around the beam axis. The telescopes used in this study
consist of a front and an end Si counter with thicknesses of 150 urn and 3000
urn, respectively. With a distance to the target center of 4 cm, each telescope
covers a solid angle of 0.25 sr. The angle with the beam axis can be chosen
between 30° and 60°. The particle energy resolution varies from 150 keV up
to 300 keV depending on the ejectile type, the angle and the target thickness.
Identification of the ejectile is achieved using the information from the E AE telescopes together with a range-energy table, R(E). The thickness, d, of
the AE counter is given by )
6

d = R(E + AE)-R(E),

(5)

where E and AE is the energy deposited in the end and the front counter,
respectively. This method gives a unique identification for the various
particle types. As an example, fig.1.4 shows a thickness spectrum for the
( He, He) reaction where a range-energy table for He particles in silicon is
applied. The separation of the particle groups is excellent. The calculated
thickness for He ions corresponds to the real thickness of the front counter,
which is equal to d = 160 um. The Z = 1 particles, i.e. protons, deuterons and
tritons, will however give a much smaller value fora*. The heavier He particle
gives an artificial thickness of about 200 um.
3
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The emitted y-rays are detected by Nal scintillation counters and Ge(Ii) solid
state counters. Each Nal detector has an energy resolution of about 6% and
covers a geometrical solid angle of 6 msr. The counters are shielded with a
2 mm Cu absorber to reduce the yield from x-ray radiation and to obtain an
approximately constant y-ray efficiency as a function of y-ray energy. The
Ge(Li) detectors are used to make precise measurements of the y-ray energies.
Typically they have an efficiency of 19% and an energy resolution of 1.9 keV.
Coincidence measurements between the ejected particles and the y-rays are
performed by means of a fast-slow coincidence technique. Pulses from the y-
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Fig. 1.4: Particle identification spectrum obtained with 45 MeV He on Yb.

ray counters are used to start a Time to Amplitude Converter (TAC). The stop
pulse is generated by the particle counters. Events occurring within an
interval of 150 ns are accepted and written onto magnetic tape. A typical time
spectrum is presented in fig. 1.5. The time resolution, defined as the FWHM
of the prompt peak, is about 11 ns. During off-line analysis a window is put
on the peak and random coincidences subtracted using a time window on the
background.
Lately, a multidetector set-up, named CACTUS, has been constructed and
inaugurated. CACTUS is built as a spherical frame from 32 aluminium
pentagons and hexagons to which the Nal detectors are attached. A total of
28 Nal detectors are used, covering about 30% of the total solid angle. The Nal
detectors can be removed and replaced by high efficiency Ge counters when
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Fig. X.5: A typical time spectrum after the ( He, Hev) reaction.

high resolution spectroscopy is required. The probability for detection of
particles in coincidence with y-rays is increased by a factor of ~ 20 compared
to the previous set-ups.
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2. PAPERS
In this section, five papers addressing the investigation of nuclear structure
at low spin and high temperature are presented.
In the papers 2.1 and 2.2 we emphasize the y-decay properties of states at
lower nuclear temperature. The Jf-quantum number puts severe restrictions
on the decay pattern in this excitation region. Understanding of the detailed
decay in the low temperature region is of great importance in order to
interpret the gross structure properties at higher temperature. These prop
erties are investigated in the papers 2.3,2.4 and 2.5. A method for studying
the primary y-ray transitions in heated nuclei as a function of excitation
energy is presented in paper 2.5.
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Absiraci: Siute-. with excitation energies up to f> MeV in ' * " ' " D > r u u " been pnpulmcd unne the
id.11 reaction with t „ = 15 MeV The target ground slates have I' = ! ' and t in " " D y and
D > . respeclivcl) Therefore, the t n i o n spectra from ihe two reactions, which reveal ver) similar
peak structures, represent level), with ihe same spin bui o p p o s e parity There are notable liiflerencies
however, which give an opporiunily lo study I wo-quusi panicle bands with and w'.houi c o u p l i n g to
cerium structure. We observe transitions with apparent symmein-breukinj; properties and discuss
admixtures ol other components in the wave Function in order to explain the forbidden transitions
l h J

I B ,

N U C L E A R R E A C T I O N S ' " ' • D y ( d . U . £ = 15 M e V . measured alE.t.
" • ° - D j i deduced levels, ^-multiplicity, enriched targets

£ . i . ;t-cuin

l l , :

1. Introduction

Nuclear y-ray spectroscopy has to a large extenl been devoted to states in
regions of low level density. As one enters the region starting a few MeV above the
yrast line the number of states increases dramatically. Here, y-ray spectroscopy
using compound reactions give very limited information. The entry region after
particle emission is wide in spin and energy and the spectra are dominated by
continuum y-ray lines.
One way to avoid some of these problems is to adopt reactions which only
populate a limited number of states. In this work we have chosen lo study y-rays
after the |d, 11 pick-up reaction. The spins are then restricted to
' u r i n J = ' = 'i»rg«i + i' where j is the intrinsic angular momentum of the
transferred neutron hole state. The cross sections are determined by the
spectroscopic factors of the individual levels. The accuracy in excitation energy of
the entry states is given by the energy resolution in the triton-particle spectrum.
-
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Previous!) ' ' *|. the single-neutron transfer reaction combined with the particle-;coincidence technique has proven to be a powerful tool in the investigation of
nuclear structures far above the yrast line.
The ground states of D y and D y are characterized by the Nilsson orbital
;"[642] and ?~[523]. The blocking of these orbitals has only minor influence on
the probabilities for picking up strongly bound neutrons in the two target nuclei.
In the final reaction channel the ground stute v» ill be coupled to the transferred
single-neutron state. Hence, we expect to observe triton-particle spectra with
similar peak structures hut opposite parities in the two reactions.
The '""Dy and D y nuclei are about equullv deformed and exhibit bundheads
al approximately ihe same excitation energies The difference in parity makes ihe
reaction chosen excellent for a comparative study. The properties of the observed
pick-up slates will depend on available near-lying struct ores having the same
parit>. The vibrational modes for instance will probabh give rise to differences in
the detailed structure of the analogous states. Also the configuration of the oddtarget ground slate ma\ introduce differences. The present work reports on a
search for such differences by analyzing the y-decuy in the two systems.
l b !

l 6 J

l,,:

2. Experimental method
The experiments were performed using the ""' "''Dyid.ti reactions with I?
MeV deuteron beam from the Scandilronix MC 35 cyclotron at the Umversit} of
Oslo. The dysprosium targets were self-supporting foils enriched to 90",, and 97",,
in D y and " Dy. respectively. The target thicknesses were 1.0 mg cm" ( D \ )
l h l

l

and 1.7 m g c n r

J

, M

(

l h l

Dy).

The experimental set-up consisted of four particle telescopes, two 12.7 cm x 12.7 cm
NiiI(TI)and one Ge(Li) counter. They-ray energy resolution of the Nal counters was
7"„. The Ge(Li) counter had an efficiency of 20",, with a resolution of 2.2 keV at
1.3 MeV. The telescopes were placed at 50° with respect to the beam direction and had
front and end Si counters with thicknesses of 150 ^m and 3000 /im, respectively. Typical
total-energy resolution was 150 keV (FWHM). The time signal from the end
counter was used to define the particle events. A fast pile-up preventing circuit was
connected to the time signal from the front counter. If more than one pulse arrived
within 4 /is the event was rejected. The accepted events were stored event by event
on magnetic tapes and analyzed off-line.
The particle identification was performed using the J £ and £ energies deposited
in the front and end counter, respectively. The method ) is based on a
parametrization of the range function R(£| of deuierons in silicon. The apparent
thickness of the front counter can then be expressed by
b

T = R{E + dE)-R(E).
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where £-t-.l£ is the total particle energ>. A spectrum of 7" as a funciion of
outgoing panicle energy from the bombardment of " ' D y with 15 MeV dculcrons
is shown in fig. I. The strongest peak is maml> due lo the elastically scattered
dculcrons and its position is proportional to the thickness of the front counter. The
tritons lose more energy in the front counter and appear a! higher channel number.
Even with it cross section iwa order of magnitudes icys than ihe elastic scattering,
the tritons are nicely separated oul from the other panicles.
l

3. Experimental results
lhl

l<,0

,l,

1

,2

Previously, the D y | d . t l D y and - Dy(d.l)" Dy reactions have been
studied in high-resolution experiments using magnetic spectrographs *•"J. Fig. 2
shows a comparison between these spectra and the spectra obtained in the present
experiments (inserted). Our spectra extend to much higher energies (E, - 6 MeV).
but have poorer resolution. However, the resolution allows ihe assignment of the
peaks making up the various triton-particle groups. The experimental data and
Nilsson assignments of the groups labelled l-H in fig. 2 are summarized in table 1.
We have adopted the interpretations made in the high-resolution works "l. For
the triton-particle groups 6-8 we have tentatively assigned Nilsson orbilals with
expected large (d. t) cross section at high excitation energies.
The -/-decay or states populated in the (d.t) reaction can be studied from the t>coincidences. In fig. 3. /-ray Ge(Li) spectra are shown with gates on tnton-particles
emitted at \arious excitation regions in Dy. The five upper spectra correspond
to gates on the particle groups labelled 1-5 in fig. 2. The spectrum in the bottom
7
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oLfLj^^^l
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-,-decat

^J^'.llJ^ViU
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{MeV)
l U

, f ,

Fip 2 Triton spectra from the reactions " " D . v l d . t ) " D ) and ' D y l d . i I ' ^ D ) The high-resolution
spectra are laken from refs * " l . The corresponding t n t o n spectra obtained in the present work with
£ = 15 MeV and for a scattering angle of (I = 50* ate insetted
d

part represents the -/-decay for the continuum pari of the triton spectrum (2.8-6.0
MeV). Generally, the spectra reveal three types of y-transilions: |i) the vrast
4 * - » 2 * and 6 * — 4 " transitions, |ii) transitions with y-ray energies around I
MeV. and (iii) high-energy transitions feeding directly into the ground band. The
lower cut-off i n the '/-spectra is too high to allow observation of the 2* - • 0 ' yrast
transition.
l(,(>

7

A partial level scheme of
D y based on our work and previous s t u d i e s " ) is
shown in fig. 4. Below - 2.2 MeV excitation energy most of the -/-lines in the
spectra or fig. 3 can be assigned lo transitions between known levels in ' " " D y . The
gate on the £ , = 1.2-1.5 MeV region displays the direct decay from the K' = l"
band down to the ground band with y-ray energies of 1272. 1286 and 1312 keV. In
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the gate with i . = 1.7 1.9 MeV we observe the deea> of the 4 and 5 stale* wilh
;-ravs of 730. I2N0 and 1577 keV. Previoush. ihe.se slates were onl> seen in
magnetic spectrograph work i and we determine ihe excitation energies to
f-.,(4 | = 1779*. I keV and £",(5 ) = ISM - 1 keV. In addition, the spectrum
reveals transition:, of 537 and 647 keV. which could noi be incorporated in the
level scheme. The gale on the K, - 2.0 2.2 MeV region displays branching lo the
octupolc 3 .stale wnh iransitions of KIO and K76 k e \ ' as well as transitions to the
;-band with transitions of HUS. 1114 and 1131 keV. The data determine the
excitation energies of ihe 3 |2tWI k e \ ' | and 4 (2159 keVf levels of ref. ' I to
2 0 9 7 i | keV and 2 I o 3 * 1 kcV. respeclivelv.
v

( o r excitation energies above - 2.2 MeV the spectra o( fig. 3 become rather
complicated and contain components of continuum /-rays Nonetheless, ihc
/., - 2.2 2 4 MeV gale shows transitions originating from the /-band and the
octupole band making clear that much of the decay goes via ihese bands. The gale
displays direct feeding lo the ground hand and shows transitions 11122. 1319 and
I3S7 keV) v.hich we could not place in t'.ie level scheme. The main contribution lo
the /;, = 2.4 2.6 MeV region is due 10 i.ie 3 (2521 k e V | level observed with large
pick-up spectroscopic factor"). Here, we indeed find two --lines (2241) and 243
keV] of considerable strength which are interpreted as the transitions from the 3 '
level down to the ground hand. These lines give an excitation energv of the 3 '
level of 2 5 2 4 * 2 keV The highest gate with £ , = 2.S 6.0 MeV is dominated hv
continuum ,-rays. The appearance of the X72. S79 and 966 keV lines indicate that
some part of the decav goes through ihe /-band.
The ,-deeav of the K* = 1* and 4 ' structures in '"-'[>> is well known from
neulron-capture w o r k * I. Due lo the poor statistics in ihe Oe(Li] spectra for the
" D y run ihe decav from higher-lying states could not be observed and our data
7

, J

have no additional information to the alread> established level scheme" "'). For
completeness a partial level scheme of

l n ;

D y is included in fig. 4.

The -/-rays from high-lying slates are betler studied with the Nal counters. Figs.
5 and 6 show Nal -/-ray spectra with gates on the 2.1 2.6 MeV and 2.7 fi.o MeV
excitation excitation regions, respectively. In both regions we observe transitions
through the -/-band d o w n to the ground band with energies of E. - 0.9 MeV. In
addition, both spectra display bumps associated with other inter-band transitions.
The 2.1 2.6 MeV region |fi». 51 corresponds to the strong particle groups 3 5
displayed in fig. 2. Here, the spectra obtained by unfolding the raw spectra using
the Nal response function reveal a substantial decay component leading directly to
ihe ground band.
The effect of requiring lhat one Nal counter Tires in coincidence with a triton
particle is demonstrated in fig. 7. The /-ray multiplicity spectrum <..\/>' ' (lower
,J

parti is obtained from the singles /\\ (upper parti and the coincidence \
parti triton-particle spectra b y |
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Since the yrast y-ray lines have been discriminated in the N a l counter, this
multiplicity represents the number of statistical y-rays emitted in the decay from a
certain excitation energy. The total multiplicity
n

<w>, = <MY™ +<xiy;

(3)

can be calculated by adding the contributions from the yrast 6* — 4 * . 4 * -• 2*
and 2* -» 0 transitions. This contribution is almost independent of the excitation
energy and is estimated to < M > * ' " ' -~ 2.0.
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4. The structure of the low-lying A' = 4 bands
A low-lying bund with angular momentum projection K = 4 on the nuclear
symmetr> axis is strongly populated in the id.tl reaction (see fig. 2i. This band
arises from a parallel coupling K = fl, +Q of the transferred =J [521] panicle to
the ground siate ;*[642] in D y and 5 "[523] in " Dy. Both bands look like
well-behaved rotational bands with a nearly constant moment of inertia. Also the
transfer strengths of the various band members arc similar in the two nuclei,
supporting an interpretation in terms of a pure two-quasiparticie .structure of the
intrinsic state.
The deca> properties of the two K = 4 bands do reveal sinking differences
however. The level scheme of '"Dy tsee fig. 4) shows that the 4 ' b.'ndhead decays
with a 730 keV transition into the 3* member of the y-band. E\en mure surprising
is the dcca> of the 5 state of the K = 4 band. The I28U and 1577 kcV /-ray
transitions establish a direct puth down to the 6" and 4 ' ground-hand states, from
that slate. The data give no evidence for any branch into the y-band and we
estimate the direct decay down to the ground band to be (90± t())"„ of the total
decay.
In " D> tsee fiii. 4] the deca> of the K" = 4" band goes via the -/-hand. The
/ — / and I —1-2 transitions are about equal!) strong and dominate this
decay"I. Even though the £;" dependence for E2 transition probabilities favour
- 6" times a direct decay to the ground band, this branch has so far escaped
detection.
The different decav pattern of the two K = 4 bands is revealed in the y-ray
multiplicity spectra ol fig. 7, as well For Dy we see that the <A/>' multiplicity
curve behaves in a smooth manner around the excitation energy of the K = 4"
band (£, -- I.S MeV). In the case of D y the multiplicity increases wilh - 1.5
going from E = 1.4 MeV to 1.6 MeV. This reflects the hindered direct decay
branch for the A'" = 4 ' states.
The -/-decay of the K" = 4* band in D y is as expected. Since the direct
feeding by E2 transitions lo the ground band is twice A.'-forbidden the decay
proceeds through the y-band (K = 2'\. In D y the El transitions from the
K" = 4" band into the ground band is three times AT-forbidden. Our observation
of this strongly hindered decay suggests that at least the 5~ member of the K = 4
band has not a pure |*[642]+4~[521] intrinsic configuration.
The abnormal decay found for the 5" member of the K" = 4" band in D y is
probably due to admixtures of low-K components in the wave function. In fig. 8
we have computed the direct decay branch to the ground band as a function of
\ow-K admixtures. The 5" state is considered to have a AC = 4 structure mixed
with a component K = 0. 1,2 or 3. The estimates were made using single-particle
EI transition strengths with a hindrance factor ) of 64 for each degree of K~ •
(brbiddeness. Il is interesting to notice that neither K = 2 nor 3 admixtures can
2
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account for ihe experimental lower limit ol" Ihe direct branch [see hatched line of
fig. X). The reason is that these components in addition introduce a strong and
competing decay branch via the K" = 2 * /-band. This effect is not present for
K = 0 and 1 where the decay to the ground band goes without any ^'-hindrance.
Therefore, in the latter case even small admixtures | - \"„) can reproduce the
experimental branching.
One possible explanation or K-mixing in the K* = 4~ band is the interaction
with the octupole bands. This mode of vibration has the correct parity and
contains a m p l i t u d e s " ) of the i ; f structure. In
D y . Neergard and V o g e l 1
calculate the !"K = 5 " 0 state to be located around 1.7 M e V in excitation energy.
This is close to the 5" state of the K* = 4~ band and might very well account for
£ - m i x i n g or appropriate strength.
l 6 0

(

12

;

The K" = I
band is strongly perturbed, probably by the ociupole vibration.
This band has a strong resemblance with the K* = 4 " band and corresponds t o an
anliparallel spin projection [K = fl, -Q ) o\ the same quasiparticles (see table 11.
The structure appears as much as ~ 0.6 MeV below the pairing gap energy
(2J - 1.9 MeV | which indicates a coupling to low-lying many-quasiparticle
2

TABLE 1
J

Gross propenies of tnton spectra leading in '""Dy and '* D>
Nucleus

"•"Dy

"•'Dj

£,
[MeV]

ff<w.iso°r

6
7
X

1.38
1.81
2.10
2.33
2.49
2.91
3.15
- 3.6

0.29
0.33

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2.14
2.31
2.49
3.02
3.2(1
3.66

Pai ncle
group
1
2
,i
4
5

[ x | 0

J

Major configurations"!

]

m

\'[<M2]±i-[S2ll
K= 1
j*[642] + ^-[52l]. K" = 4
3*[642]±I"[530]. K- - 2 and 3"
* * [642] t i t * [400] + I [660] 1 or
|j*[402J + f*[65l]). K* = 1 \ 2 \ 3 ' and4-

0.611
2.31
1.28
0.1S
0.16
0.08

1.57
1.79

-

n642]±J-[532]. |-[541]
or'-[411]
!-[523]rJ-[52l].X--4*
5 - [ 5 2 3 ] ± r [ 5 2 1 ] . ^ ' = 1*
5'[523] + !"[530). A." = 2 ' and 3*
r[523] + (V[400]+['[660])or
(j*[402] + j * [ 6 5 l ] l . K ' = r . 2 . 3 and 4"

0.75
0.68
0 74
2.03
1.19
11.42
0.25
0.14

r[523]+T[541]. ".-[541]
or!-[411]

'I Cross section relative to the elastic deuteron scattering.
) Nilsson assignments fi"[rVn./l]. according to the convention used in ref.").
b

configurations. The most likely interacting band is the K" = 2" member of the
octupole vibration with bandhead energy at 1265 keV.
The Coriolis interaction is introducing other low-K components in the wave
function. This force is known to align quasiparticies along the rotational x-axis and
thereby involving low-K components in the wave function. Such effects can be
investigated from the experimental aligned angular momentum )
l 3

2

I = j(i-\?-K

(4)

x

for / - f / - 2 transitions. Here, the value of K is set equal to the angular
momentum or the bandhead.
In the upper part of fig. 9 the alignments l of the f [642] and |"[523] bands in
D y are plotted as a function of the rotational frequency w = AE/éI . The
alignments display a difference of 1.6ft which means that at least the f [642] band
already at low w exhibits K-mixing. This is not surprising since the orbital is based
on the iijj state. By including the |"[521] orbital when forming the twoquasiparticie ;ate in the even-even system the alignment is probably retained. The
alignments of the ground band (vacuum) and the 6 -»4 transitions in the K = 4
bands are displayed for
D y in the lower part of fig. 9. Here, we indeed read
0.8ft more alignment in the K" = 4" case. This alignment is not high but might be
+

x
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+
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0.05

0.10

tiU)[MeV]
Fig. 9. Aligned angular momentum projection l on the roiaiionul .v-axis The experimental values, were
deduced using K - ! m " " D y lupper pan). For the 6 — 4 transition and for ihe ground band in the
even isotopes (lower part) we used K = 4 and 0. respectively.
A

sufficient to account for the amount needed (^ I ",„ cf. fig. 8) of K = 0 or 1
components in the 5" state.

5. The decay of high-lying states
In the triton spectra we find two strong groups of states at 2.3 MeV and 2.5
MeV (see table 1). These states have been interpreted ) as the transfer of
4*[400] and ^ [402] particles from the N = 4 oscillator shell. The strength is
distributed over several states, as seen in the high-resolution spectra of fig. 2 The
fragmentation can be explained by the AN = 2 interaction which was studied by
Grotdal et at. ) using the {d, t) reaction into odd Dy isotopes. Fig. 10 shows the
mixing probabilities o U [660] with i [400] and | [651] with |*[402] orbitals
adopted from their data. It reveals that the N = 6 and A' = 4 mixing is strong, in
particular for the $* states. Applied to the even
D y isotopes, this spread of
1,8

+
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Fig 10. Mixing of J*[660] and J*[65l] into the \'[AWi] and J*[402] orbital», respectively The values
are taken from the (d.i(tross sections measured by Grotdal et ul l
l 4

,V = 4 strength will lead to significant (d.t) cross section for several states: each of
the K= 1,2,3 and 4 configurations will appear twice in the spectra, thus
representing eight rotational bandheads in total.
The Nal spectra for the £ = 2.1-2.6 MeV region are shown in fig. 5. For both
isotopes we find a considerable direct decay down to the ground band. From the
unfolded spectra (lower part of fig. 5) we estimate this branch to be about 60",,
and 30",, of the total decay from the £, = 2.1-2.6 MeV region in Dy and
•"Dy. respectively. The branching Tor D y is consistent with Ge(Li) spectra for
corresponding gates in fig. 3. The low Ge(Li) efficiency at these energies prohibits a
quantitative evaluation. However, in the 2.4-2.6 MeV gated spectrum (fig. 3)
prominent transitions at 2240 and 2437 keV depopulate the level at 2524 keV
which has a suggested 3 assignment ).
In D y the transfer of particles from N = 4 and N = 6 orbits lead to positiveparity states which decay to the ground band primary by Ml transitions. The
corresponding transitions in " D y are of El type. The transition probabilities to
states other than the ground-band states are expected to be of approximately the
same strength in the two nuclei due to the high density of final states of both
parities. Therefore, since El transitions are generally faster then Ml transitions the
direct decay in " D y should be the most pronounced one.
The probability for decay to the ground band may be estimated when the
decaying states have a pure two-quasiparticle nature. Since the decay is to the
vacuum the transition rates are simply proportional to transitions between the two
single-quasiparticle states constituting the configuration. We have calculated singleparticle states using the particle-rotor model ) with deformation parameters (c .
t

1M>
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i: \ = (0.26. -0.05). In the expressions for the electromagnetic transition
probabilities'") we used free neutron gyromagnetic factors and collective factor of
fl = I).-4. We find that for the .V = 4 orbitals, if only the i '[4(H)] orbital is coupled
to the f' [642] or the 5 [532] ground-state orbitals the direct decay in '"'Dy will
be 35 times faster than in "D>. However, this picture will dramatical!) change
when components of I * [660] and ;*[651] are allowed in the wave functions. The
*>'[65I] -• >*[642] transition is by far the strongest, more than 15 times faster
than the total direct decay in " D y . With a J.V = 2 admixture of the order of
I0"„. this favoured Ml transitions could explain the enhanced direct decu>
component in "*"D\. The 3 ' state at £, = 252-1 keV hus a transfer strength
ascribed mainly to the 5* [400] orbital, [ts enchanced deca\ to the ground bund
can be accounted for by a combined effect of the J.V = 2 coupling and the Coriolis
coupling between the ' ' [ 6 6 0 ] and 4 * [651 ] orbitals.
The £'[651] —• V [642] transition involve a Ai2 = 1 transition between Nilsson
orbitals with approximately the same intrinsic angular momentum /. As suggested
recently H this type of Ml transition presents an important decay mode in heated
nuclei. Even several MeV above the yrast line these transitions have been found to
compete with the statistical decay.
Entering the region of high excitation energies the peak structure is almost
washed out due to the high level density. Only three groups of particles are seen in
the spectra Ipeaks 6-K in fig. 2|. They could tentatively be interpreted as the
transfer of ^"[532], ;"[54l] or ;*[411] neutrons. At higher excitation energy the
(d.t) reaction is assumed to pick up neutrons from the N = 4 oscillator shell giving
positive- and negative-parity entry states in °Dy and D y . respectively.
In the Nal spectra from the £, = 2.7-6.0 MeV region (fig. 6| we observe an
£. = 0.9 MeV bump which represents the last step in the cooling process and has
recently been investigated using the ( He.a) reaction ). In the present D y case
the lower part of fig. 3 shows that the 872 keV and 966 keV y-band to groundband transitions participate in the decay. However, the main part of the bump is
due to y-rays from the very many vibrational and two-quasiparlicle states in the I2 MeV excitation region. The high-energy part of the spectra (£.. > 1 MeV) looks
rather similar and give no clear evidence for different decay modes in continuum.
Despite the strong selectivity in the present reaction the y-ray multiplicity in
D y Isee fig. 7) increases monotonously with excitation energy up to £ - 5
MeV. The E, dependence is according to the Fermi-gas model ! where the decay
at successively higher excitation energies are accounted for by more y-rays and
with higher energy on the average. For D y the AK = 4 and AN = 2 forbidden
transitions to the ground band impose high y-ray multiplicity at low excitation
energy. However, above E -* 2.5 MeV the multiplicity remain almost constant.
Here, only an increase in the average y-ray energy takes place when the decay is
studied from successive higher excitation energies.
The reason for the different ways of cooling at high temperature can be related
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to the opposite parity of the initial slates in the two nuclei. The ground band has
positiic parity meaning that in total the decay in D> conserves the parity but
'"'Dj exhibit a change of parity. If the decay in continuum favours certain
transitions, e.g. El compared, to Ml transition. it could of course put restrictions on
the number of /-rays (odd or even) participaiing in the decay. On the other hand,
as ulreud> pointed out, the second lasi step in the cooling process'") goes into the
region of 1 2 MeV. where one probably has about equal number of states of both
panties. This would smear out the parity-dependent effect unless certain low-lying
structure*, such us the y-band. collect most of the decay strength.
lt,u

6. Summary and conclusions
lt,l

i

in the present work we have studied the y-decay following the
-" *Oy
Id.tl""'- D y pick-up reactions. The triton-particle spectra are very similar hut
represent peaks of opposite parity. This gives a transpareni situation where one
can stud> decay structures, and compare them in '* D\ and " ' ' D ) .
For the 5" member of the AT" = 4" band in D y an enhanced direct decay
branch into the ground band was found. We estimate that only a I "„ admixture of
K = I) or 1 components are sufficient to explain this apparently AK = 4 forbidden
decay. These admixtures arc assumed to originate from couplings to the octupole
bands and or iy alignments of the two-quasiparticle state. The K" = 4* band,
where no such decay has been observed, has less alignment and the wrong parity
for interaction with the various octupole bands.
Also slates involving transfer from the N = 4 oscillator shell give direct y-decay
to the ground band. The decay in D y should be hindered since it goes by singleparticle E2 transitions. Nevertheless, we observe a strong direct decay branch in
the D y case. This can be explained by the AN = 2 interaction which introduces
the very fast n*[651] -• ;"[642] transition.
The y-ray spectra from continuum states | £ ^ 2.7 MeV) looks similar in °Dy
and D y . They are dominated by continuum y-rays and display an £. - 0.9
MeV bump which is interpreted as the last step in the statistical cooling process.
The y-ray multiplicity as function of excitation energy has been studied. In
D y we find large fluctuations as a consequence of higher degree of forbiddeness
of the direct decay into the grounri band. At the highest energies no increase in
multiplicity is observed, which indicates that the parity of continuum stales puts
certain limits on the number of y-rays participating in the cooling process.
l n :
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*bstrsc(: States in ""[>> have been populated using the inelaslic IT. T ' I reaction. Strong panicle-groups
in the II t MeV excitation region are interpreted to arise from a coupling of an odd panicle in the
1642]*. Nilsson orbital t o a y- vibration of the even core. T h e ] and ! members o f the anliuligned
particle-vihration sequence are found to inieraci with states from ihe N = 4 and N = 6 oscillator
shell, ihus modifying previous conclusions on Lie i \ = 2 coupling. The particle-vibration Mates
are discussed within a panicle-core model.
, w

I
L I

N U C L E A R R E A C T I O N S D y * ' H e . ' H c ' l . L = 32 McV; measured r r ( £ ) . E „ l
'He?coin. " " [ ) > deduced levels, J, JT Particle-core model calculations. GeSi counters, enriched
target.
>t

I. Introduction
IM

l

The ; ' ground state of D y is known ) to be well described by the deformationaligned strong coupling model, in terms of an intrinsic [642]jT Nilsson orbital which
originates from the spherical i , high-spin orbital. The even-even neighbouring
nuclei *°- -Dy have well known low-lying states referred to as y-bands. This study
reports on states in Dy which we suggest arise from the same collective behaviour.
In recent years a main focus has been on odd-A transitional nuclei, partly to
explore effects of the particle-core coupling including Pauli blocking, and partly to
shed light on the collectivity and symmetry of the neighbouring even-even core
nuclei. Various experimental tools have been employed, including particle transfer
reactions *). For the most prominent level sequences, those dominated by parentage
on the lowest yrast states of the core nuclei, energy spectra and spectroscopic
amplitudes are less sensitive to the underlying core-model assumptions than hoped
for. Stales with leading parentage based on more complicated core states have been
hard to explore; in transfer reactions they involve multi-step processes with small
relative cross sections. Thus, the y-vibration based states reported in this study are
of more general interest as a basis for studying current particle-core coupling models
in the limit of a well deformed average field. The y-vibrations in the core nuclei
also seem to have substantia) anharmonicity -').
l?/

l

K,
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ln the present work we have measured scattered T particles from ""'Dytr. T')
inelastic scattering in coincidence with y-rays. Information from the observed
y-decay branches was combined with available data from other reaction processes
for assignments of spins and parities.

2. Experimental method and results

The experiment was carried out using a 32 MeV r-beam from the Scanditronix
MC 35 cyclotron at the University of Oslo. The target was a self-supporting metallic
dysprosium foil of thickness 2mg/cnr enriched to 92% in ""'Dy.
Charged ejectiles from the reactions were detected and identified in four particle
telescopes positioned at 40° with respect to the beam direction. Each of the telescopes
consisted of a front and an end Si counter with thicknesses of 150 u,m and 3000 u,m,
respectively. Tne telescopes were placed as close to the target as possible («=4cm),
giving a total solid angle of 250 msr. The resulting particle energy resolution
(FWHM1 was300keV.
The-coincident y-radtation was measured with four Ge counters, each with an
energy resolution of 2.2 keV and with an efficiency of 20%. The events were stored
on magnetic tapes and analysed off-line. Background due to random coincidences
was subtracted in the sorting procedure. More details on the experimental set-up
are given elsewhere ).
In fig. 1 we show the spectrum of inelastically scattered T-particles recorded in
coincidence with y-rays detected in the Ge detectors. The spectrum is characterized
by a strong peak with an excitation energy of 0.9 MeV. We associate this structure
4

0B MeV
6000

""DyCl.T^f'Dy
E =32MeV
T

6 = 40°
ziooo
o
2000

B„

,
E , (M«V)
Fig. 1. Tau-particles measured i« coincidence wiih i
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with the presence of quadrupole and ociupole vibrational modes and it will be
referred to as the vibration-peak.
The origin of the small peak around £, = 2.5 MeV is uncertain. It could be due
to a more composite collective excitation or to the high level density at the beginning
of the three quasiparticle regime. The drop in yield around £, = 6.6 MeV results
from the evaporation of a neutron, which is the dominating process above the
neutron binding energy of B„ = 6.45 MeV. The '""Dy isotope is then populated with
low excitation energy decaying with a correspondingly low y-ray multiplicity. We
also recognize a general decrease in the yield as a function of excitation energ).
Taking into account the y- ray multiplicity dependence of the spectrum, this reduction
is even more pronounced in the single-particle cross section.
The present work is concerned with the structure and decay properties of the
pronounced vibration-peak. It consists of several panicle groups. This become*-evident by studying the y-ray Ge spectra obtained with gates on various pans of
the vibration-peak. In fig. 2 it is shown that different groups of y-lines are connected
to different pans of the peak. For the determination of the excitation energies gates
have been put on the y-lines (with proper background subtraction) and centroids
of the resulting r-peaks have been evaluated. The corresponding excitation energies
are listed in table 1 together with the y-ray energies and intensities.
Fig. 3a shows a blow-up plot of the vibration-peak of fig. 1. Part (b) presents a
spectrum constructed from table I as follows: For each excitation energy £, the
total y-ray intensity found £ / , is plotted. The spectrum is tentative since weak
y-lines which have not been accounted for could add up to a significant panicle peak.
To assign spins and parities a comparison was made with information from the
complementary studies (d.d'J [ref. }],(d,t),(d, p) and (n, y) [refs. " )]. A spectrum
( 0 = 90°) from the 12 MeV deuteron inelastic scattering on Dy, studied with a
high resolution magnetic spectrograph *), is shown in fig. 3d. There is a striking
resemblance between this spectrum and the one of pan (b) of the present work.
This is consistent with the results of DWBA calculations using the DWUCK code ").
It is found that the ratio of the cross sections in (T, T') at40 and 32 MeV and (d, d')
at 90" and 12 MeV are 5.7 and 5.5 for angular momentum transfer A = 2 and 3,
respectively. The y-vibration falls a few hundred keV below the octupole vibration
in the core nuclei. We have correspondingly assumed the states discussed below to
arise from the quadrupole vibration.
A comparison between pari (b) and (d) of fig. 3 resulted in the identification of
10 levels. They are plotted in part (c) with accurate excitation energies deduced
from the -y-ray Ge spectra. A partial decay scheme is presented in fig. 4.
In the strong coupling model the y-vibration adds an angular momentum K = 2
either aligned or antialigned with the particle projection K„ = * along the symmetry'
axis. This gives rise to two excited band structures ), the aligned with band
head/C = K,,+ K -t and the antialigned with K = K - K = i. The spins of the
sequences go as / =\K\,\K\ + i, \K\ + 2
T
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excitation energies arc indicated.

For a harmonic y-vibration the band-head energies are given relative lo the yrast
band-heads | ' „ \ ) by
III

where A = h'/2.9 is an appropriate inertia! parameter and £, the excitation energy
of 21 in the core system. The energy difference between the band heads is con
sequently J £ I . . . I = 4(2K, + 1\A. For an estimate we choose 4 = 1 4 keV, based on
;

t
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TABLIT I

Gamma-ray uannlions from £, = 0.4 -1.2 MeV

J

£•', I k e V I

//)

C.lMcV)

^IkeVi

O

417.9(2)
475.5(2)
517.7 [.It
532 ^131
550.6(2)
566.3 11)
5B7.H12I
599.1 (21
607.5(21
624.6 (11
656.4 12 )
664.1 I 2 l
679.4 191

812)

0.47191
0.4818)
0,70161
0.64(81
0,4X151
0.6814)
0.76(5)
0.72(5)
0.69(4)
0.69(51

G8b.9 (11

58(61

0.70(41

699.6 (11
730.6 1.11
756.6 (1)
772.0 111
781.0(31
79K.6 111
8011.4(5)
855.2(1)
899.0 (11
«81.7(21
1005.8(21
102d.Ji.lj
(045.3(5)

75(10)
29(61
100(101
79 181
33 16)
1041151
100(151
154(111
79|8|

0.72(31
0.74(51
0.80 131
0.741.11
0.89 1 5 i
0.89 13 i
0.81 14 i
0.9(11J i

1.1 I 2 I
27i6i
17(41
25141
54(101
31 161
.'1 (61
7.1 (S)
44181
411 |6I
79(101
12(41

0.68(51
0.79 (.11
0.62 < 71

£.(MeV

0.89 13 >
1.03(51
1.05(61
1.0.1161
1.18(81

42161
29(4)
21 (4)
8(31

( Normalized (o UK) far the 756.6 kcV y-lirte.

an average between the 2* energies of ""''"'Dy, respectively 87 keV and 81 keV.
This gives an energy splitting J £ ( . . 1 = 336 keV. For £ we take the average
between the observed 2* energies of
D y , respectively 966 keV and 888 keV.
giving £*, =927 keV.
The state which we assign as the l" = ? band head of the aligned structure
corresponds to the intense particle group located at £„ = 899keV, i.e. somewhat
below the simple model estimate of £*• = 1095 keV.
The state is neither observed in the (d, t) nor in the (d, p) reactions ) indicating
negligible interaction with other single particle orbitals. Furthermore, the state has
a significant y-decay branch to the high spin ? member of the ground band. Thus
we conclude that it is the /, K " = ;, V aligned state.
Our simple model estimate predicts likewise the anti-aligned band head I" = \'
to be at £ * =759keV, i.e. a band head splitting of 336keV. The experimental
candidates for the / = 1 and l members of the K, = \ antialigned intrinsic structure
are fragmented by neighbouring single-particle states. The I* (607.5 keV) and
! (772.0 keV) states have been previously assigned according to ( = 0 angular distri
butions observed in (d, t) reactions *'*). These states are interpreted as a mixture of
the [400Ji" and the [660]'' orbitals. However, their inelastic scattering cross-sections
indicate that they interact also with the /, K " = ', I antialigned state. This third '
state gives probably rise to the 699.6 keV level having y-decay and (d, d') angular
distribution similar to the 1(607.5 keV) level ').
The two lowest ]' states of fig. 4 are known from (d, t! reactions to be based on
the [402];* and [651]; orbitals '•'), Their weak (d, d'l cross sections ') indicate weak
interactions with the /, K " = ' , « ' slate. We suggest that this state corresponds to
f i
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Fig. 3. The upper pan la) displays the vibration peak observed in the (T, r't reaction. In the (d.d'l
n | Id) this peak is resolved. Spectra |b) and (c) are constructed by using Ihe information from
the Ge detector (sec the text).
!

the strong inelastic panicle group at E, = 800.5 keV. The observed -y-decay branches
are consistent with this interpretation.
The last strong panicle group not assigned is located at 730.7 keV. It decays to
l , I , I . 3 and I slates. Assuming positive parity, we are left with an I = \
assignment. This suggested /, K " = \, \ state is not found to interact with other states.
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Fig. 4. Partial decav scheme for levels populated in ihe ""DyIT, T V ' D V reaction.

The /, K" = ;, i and ;, \ band members could not be identified from our data.
This has theoretical support within the strong coupling model which predicts ")
that the relative strength distribution for direct quadrupole excitation from the
ground state to the members of an excited band is governed by the square of the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
(I =K K \=22\lK)
it

n

= {U2-2\Il).

0

12)

This gives intensities of 0.33, 0.38, 0.21, 0.06 and 0.01 for spin / = ;,;,_*,; and ?,
respectively. It is satisfactory to notice that the cross sections observed at 90° in the
(d, d'^ reaction ) for the assigned \,l and j| levels are 82,96 and 41 u.b/sr, consistent
with the rule above. Thus, our assignments have been guided by the strong coupling
model. Deviations from this simple picture were, however, found to be present,
such as the experimental value £* being less than E instead of somewhat larger.
This problem is further discussed in sect. 4.
5

Kj

3. Mixing with other states: The A/V = 2 coupling
For making comparison with theoretical results the unperturbed energy positions
of the / " = ; d : members of the K " = \ antialigned band need to be unfolded
from their mixture with the deformed orbitals alluded to above. Transfer data
indicates :hat these orbitals call for a substantial AN = 2 coupling, i.e. main oscillator
a n
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quantum number mixing. The leading order AN-2 mixing induces for l = [ a
lineo combination of the [400]!' and [660]i' Nilsson orbits while the orbitals
[402]?' and [651]?' are mixed for
I'~V.
Previously, an explicit coupling matrix has been constructed based on the N = 4
and N = 6 Nilsson orbits only, so as to give admixed states with acceptable energy
positions as well as mixing coefficients leading to spectroscopic factors in reasonable
agreement with transfer data "). This procedure is in the following extended to a
three-state mixture by including the antialigned band of vibrational nature found
in the present work.
The full hamiltonian was chosen to have the form
r

4

e" 0 0 \
/0 1
H = H + V = 0 FV 0 l + u 1 0
0 0 e°
\P P

(3)

tl

assuming a simple interaction matrix. The unperturbed energies e^,j = 1, 2, 3 corre
spond to a sequence of states [400];", [600];' and (y\, {') for / " = V and [402];",
[651]; and (y;,? ) for J =? . The eigenvalue problem reads
H-4>, = F,4», ,
(4)
with normalized solutions * , = (CJ) represented in the unperturbed basis.
Previous two-state d/V = 2 analysis gave a coupling strength u==60keV. In the
present case the method of trial and error resulted in a coupling matrix with
v = 65 keV, vp = 30 keV, which simultaneously gave a satisfactory fit to the observed
energies :.nd spectroscopic data. The energy results are listed in table 2 together
with the n,:\ing coefficients.
From the mixing coefficients C' spectroscopic amplitudes for the final states
('= 1, 2 and 3 are derived in standard way. In figs. 5 and 6 we show that the
experimental data are surprisingly well described by our perturbed wave functions.
The calculations indicate that the vibrational component in the / " = ; ' states (see
n

TABLE 2

Results Tor three slate coupling calculation

j

Config.

e;'(keV)

i

r, (keV)

c\

c\

c;

2
3

[400]i"
[660)1
(K -K )

675
680
730

I
2
3

612
779
693

0.72
-0.69
-0.01

0.53
0.54
0.65

-0.45
-0.48
0.76

1
2

[102]!'
[651]!

3

iK„-KJ

600
670
770

1
2
3

561
688
791

0.87
-0.50
-0.05

0.43
0.79
-0.45

0.26
0.36
0.89
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the J/V = 2 coupling results and the (d,d') crass sections *) (normalized t<
unity). The theoretical bars in the two upper pans represent the vibrational K - K, components in thi
wave functions.
u

fig. 5) is heavily fragmented. For the \ states the unperturbed vibrational state is
more isolated in energy and its character is retained in the mixing procedure. The
(d, t) strength displayed in fig. 6 confirms that the / " =5* states are strongly mixed.
In particular, the calculation reveals a destructive interference which cancels the
TV = 4 component in the K -K
states, consistent with a vanishing (d, t) cross
section ) at E = 699.5 keV.
The introduction of a third interacting state in the AN= 2 coupling modifies
previous estimates. In the two-state mixing calculation of Grotdal et al.") the energy
spacing {AE} of the unperturbed N = 4and 6 states was estimated to be 2.5 keVfV)
and 86 keV (; ). The corresponding values in the three-state mixing calculations are
5 k e V ( 0 and 70keV(r). Furthermore, the old approach } gave AN = 2 matrix
elements (u) of 83 k e V ( H and 47 keV(i').
The [660]T Nilsson orbital plays a crucial role for the rotational states in the
rare earth nuclei. The Coriolis coupling to this orbital is responsible for the alignment
of the angular momentum along the rotational axis. In table 2 we find that the
[660]^' orbital is fragmented over three states. The 772.0 keV level, which we assign
to the [660]r orbital (see fig. 4), contains approximately equal components of the
0
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[400]j" and (K -K )V
structures. This admixture of low-j components will reduce
the alignment effect at low spin. Fragmentation of the similar type could explain
the necessity to attenuate the Coriolis interaction in the particle-rotor model descrip
tion for several rotational bands in this region. However, we do not believe that
such a mechanism is the full explanation of the so-called Coriolis attenuation
publem
In fig. 7 we exhibit the observed particle-vibration states (left part) together with
the results (middle part) obtained assuming that the imeraction to the N =A and 6
states has been removed. The excitation energies of the | and % states remain
unchanged. The deduced unperturbed vibrational states have a band-head separation
of 169 keV, i.e. substantially smaller than the strong-coupling harmonic vibration
estimate given above.
a

y

4. A nuclear model discussion
Our discussion has so far referred to a strong coupling rotation-vibration
theory ) , formulated in an intrinsic frame. A harmonic treatment of the y-vibration
l0
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Fig. 7. Experimental level scheme Tor the excited K„x K, slates ln " " D y l l c f l l compared with the
average execution energy oT the K" - 2' y- vibrational states in " D y and " " D y I right I. In the middle
pan is shown the unperturbed energies o f the vibrational states when their interaction with the \' — 4
and 6 stales have heen removed (table 2).
l 6

turned out to have substantial shortcomings when faced with our data. Thus one
has to go beyond this approximation. Furthermore, calculations ) of the core nuclei
within the dynamic deformation theory ) gave r.m.s. values (y )
of the -y-vibration
of 17° and 13° respectively for
D y . A situation is suggested similar to the one
encountered in Er with substantial anharmonicities, analysed in detail in refs. " ' ) .
We leave a further detailed exploration along these lines to a future study. Here
we limit our discussion to a few preliminary calculations within an alternative
theoretical framework, formulated in the laboratory frame; the quasi particle-core
coupling model of Donau and Frauendorf. For a detailed description of this
approach we refer to refs. ). This formulation allow for a variety of core
possibilities, ranging from vibrations around a spherical shape to permanent defor
mations. The present data provides an interesting possibility to test this approach
in a well deform-.'d region.
In the present calculation a single-particle valence space {a = nJJJ consisting
of the orbitals {lii.vi.2gg/:>} was employed with a level separation of 5.4 MeV. An
initial calculation was carried out in order to reproduce the ground state band in
""'Dy. The core space included the 11 first yrast states K" = 0 , 2 , . . . , 2 0 ' , the
,1

|:

2 l/2

lw>,l62

,6B

M

I5-16

+
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same for the lower and upper core and with average experimental energies taken
from '"""••øy. These are found in table 3. The coupling matrix elements between
the core states were taken from the rigid rotor model. An attenuation factor
{/J(U V(2| + U(2)V{1)}", U(V) being standard orbital occupation amplitudes, with
a=9
was required to obtain a reasonable reproduction of the experimental
"[642]j*":; , . . . . ground state sequence. The pairing gap was taken from the
experimental odd-even mass difference to be J = 872 keV and the Fermi level was
chosen as A =-2.1 MeV below the li >3 level (set at 0 MeVh The results are
contained in table 4. Next, a similar calculation was carried out for a panicle coupled
to the y-band of the core with in-band coupling matrix elements only, also taken
;

n

TAIILI
t x p e r i m c n t a core energies for the calculation in the qii* sipiirticlc- ore coupling model

R;

Core energy ikcV)

Co e encrgv I k c V i

R;

1006
11 <W
1235
137-7
1408
1957
2634
3412
4290
5268

20*

1553
1751
1751
2238
2500

*) The ex citation energies from / " = 14' are estimated by the rotation model assumption
tlf + I).
) The excitation energies from / " = 7* are estimated by the rotation model assumption
h

TABLfc4
Experimental and calc latcd energi s i n

, 6 l

g-band c ncrgics
i;

cxp.
IkeVl
0
44

y
V
tr

100
1S4
267
407

Dy
y-band energies

i;

theor.
(keV)

r

0
50
90
198
216
436

i"
J

cxp.
(keV)
0(7301
40
1

;

?

169

42

theor.
(keVi
01X441
26
61
112
20
174
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from the rigid rotor model. Again the experimental core states are given in table 3
and the calculated states for D y are found in table 4.
Compared to the simple harmonic y-vibration analysis in sect. 2 our present result
is a clear improvement. The energy separation between the K,. = " and K ., = ? band
heads which from our experiments is estimated to 169 keV is well reproduced.
However, the spin sequence is not fully reproduced.
l 6 i

2

In conclusion, our theoretical model analysis supports the interpretation of the
new states as y-vibrations above the ground slate of D y .
l 6 l

5. Conclusion
I M

Slates interpreted as y-vibrations b u i l i on the [642]*. ground state in D y have
been populated in the inelastic | r , r'} reaction. The vibration-coupled stales are
classified according to their angular momentum projections on the nuclear symmetry
axis: ( i l the aligned structure with K " = ; and (ii) the antialigned structure with
K" =
'\
2

The / = I and i spin members of the K" = \ band-head are found to be heavily
mixed with other single-particle orbitals from the N =4 and 6 oscillator shells. The
interaction matrix element (30keV) to these slates is deduced from a simple three
state mixing calculation.
The unperturbed energy position of the K = \ structure shows a bunching around
the /, K " = 1, \ band-head. The extracted energy gap of 169 keV between the band
heads o f the aligned and antialigned states is nicely reproduced by our calculations
within the quasiparticle-core coupling model o f Donau and Frauendorf. The spin
sequence is however not reproduced in a satisfactory way. Comprehensive calculations with matrix elements from current more realistic core models are in progress.
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Abstract: The level scheme of * Nd has been studied by measuring yrays following the ( He. a )
pick-up reaction. Up to the neutron binding energy of B - 5 . 8 M e V the y-ray multiplicity has bein
measured as a function of excitation energy. Assuming thai Fermi gas conditions are apprc priale in the
continuum pan of the level scheme the level density parameter is determined to bi a =
(14.5*2.0) MeV" . The "h
spectroscopic strength function has been extracted by means of a
coincidence filter technique. An almost unirorm eh, strength function in the region 3.2-5.8 MeV of
excitation energy anda summed strength of only 50% of the shell-model strength indicate a fragmentation
to higher energies.
n

1

u;7

u

E

i

NUCLEAR REACTION '"NdPHe, a), £ = 26MeV; measured o-(E„ 6). E^ / „ Ta-coin.
N d deduced levels, y-ray multiplicity, level density, spectroscopic strength. Enriched
target, Gc(Li) Nal(TI), Si detectors. Fermi gas model analysis.

M i

1. Introduction
Knowledge of the fragmentation and spreading of the single-particle shell-model
states is of fundamental importance for the understanding of nuclear structure. To
this end an extensive experimental effort ) has been devoted to the study of
single-nucleon spectroscopic strength functions to high excitation energies. However,
the appearance of a large unidentified "background" in the experimental spectra
above a few MeV of excitation energy is a serious complication for the extraction
of reliable spectroscopic information at these energies. In the present work we avoid
the background problem by observing y-rays in coincidence with the scattered
particles from the single-nucleon transfer reaction.
1,J

' Present address: Institut (iir Theoceiische. Physik. UnivereiuU Tubingen, D-7400 Tubingen, West
Germany. Employed by the Academy of Finland.
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Recently. Løvlmiden et al. 'l observed only 30% 01 the total / i shell model
strength below 3.5 MeV of excitation energy in the " - '"'Ndl 'He. « ) *
"Nd
reactions. The same group ) found that the spectroscopic factors in the neighbouring
isotones * ' S m were typically a factor of two larger. Also, from studies of
single-neutron transfer reactions at higher bombarding energies Gales etal. ) claim
that (75± 10)% of the total h
strength in 'Sm is located below 3.5 MeV . It
is not clear whether these deviating results for the targets of isotones are due to
structural differences or to experimental difficulties.
In an effort to locate the "missing" h,, strength we have studied hole states in
N d by the ""'Nd( 'He. a) *Nd reaction using the particle-gamma technique
described in refs. ). A similar studv of the g., strength in ""Pd has been reported
in ret. l. The Nd nucleus has three neutrons outside the N = 82 neutron gap and
the single-panicle hole states originate from the «„^ = 4 and 5 oscillator shells. The
only available deep-lying structures with appreciable (*He, a) cross section are the
hn states, which in general make '"^Nd a favourable case in the search for h :
strength.
The experimental method is described in seel. 2, and in sect. 3 the y-decay of
discrete states in Nd is discussed. In sect. 4 the level density is deduced from the
multiplicity of the y- ray continuum. The measured distribution of h,, spectroscopic
strength up to 5.H MeV excitation energy is presented in sect. 5.
u
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2. Experimental method
The experiment was carried out with a He beam of 26 MeV from the MC-35
Scanditronix cyclotron at the University of Oslo. The target was a self-sup inning
metallic foil (—2 mg/cm') enriched to 98% in '"'"Nd.
The particle detector arrangement consisted of four I mm thick Si detectors
symmetrically placed around the beam axis at a scattering angle of 60°. The choice
of scattering angle is a compromise between a sufficiently large (''He. a) cross section
an an acceptable cross section for the 'He elastic scattering. The summed total solid
angle of the particle detectors was 0.25 sr. Fig. 1 shows the resulting singles particle
spectrum. Since the Q-value of the (*He. or) reaction is positive and higher than
for other transfer channels the particle spectrum above the elastic peak represents
a-particles only. Typical energy resolution in the a-particle spectrum was 0.3 MeV
IFWHM).
The y-rays were measured with a 19% Ge(Li) detector and a 12.5 cm x 12.5 cm
diameter NaUTl) detector located at 135° with respect to the beam direction. A
lead collimator in front of the Nal(TI) detector limited the solid angle to 1% of
the total sphere.
The spectrum of fig. 1 shows that only a small amount (~1%) of charged particles
hitting the detectors are a-particles. Therefore special aitention was paid to avoid
summing effects. A fast pile-up rejection circuit with an efficiency better than 90%
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was used. Still a very low beam current t— 0.5 nA) and consequently a long data
accumulation time (one week) were needed to keep the contribution of pile-up in
the spectra below - 1 % .
Singles particle spectra and particle-gamma coincidences were measured separ
ately. A broad time window (~40ns) was chosen in the coincidence experiment in
order to include isomeric transitions. The data were written event by event on
magnetic tapes and analysed off-line.
3. The decay of prominent pick-up states in "*Nd
|JS

Previously, the energy levels of the N d have been studied in the /3-decay"} of
'""Pr. in various transfer reactions'""J and in the '•'"Xef'^C. 4ny) *Nd reaction "').
The present experimental techniques orler new information on the y-decay paths
of high-/ states. Here, discrete y-rays are measured with a GelLil detector in
coincidence with the a-particle detectors.
The particle groups in fig. 1 can easily be identified by comparing with the spectra
obtained in high-resolution spectrograph^ work *). The strongest peaks are
interpreted as the l"(g,sX r ( 7 4 8 k c V ) , V ( l i m i e V > . y~O802kcV) and
V (3026 keV and 3153 keV) states observed in ref.'). Also the •'* slate at 2718 keV
is seen as a shoulder on the peak of the M~ state al 3026 keV.
In fig. 2 selected Ge(Li) spectra are shown with gates on various o-particle
energies. The decay of the V" ' '
1 t U keV is dominated by the 454 keV and
l4

+
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Fig. 2. Gamma-ray spectra in coincidence with a-parlicles leading to levels in '"'Nd.

the 658 keV transitions, a result previously obtained in the ""XeC'C,
compound

reaction"').

The

decay

of

the

1802 keV

state

s

4n)" Nd

establishes

the

';'"(1802 k e V I - . V " ( 6 5 8 k e V ) - > r ( e s . ) sequence as the only observed -y-decay path
of this level.
A gate was set on the 2*(2718 keV) o-particle group (middle part of fig. 21 in
order to demonstrate that other decay paths participate in the decay of this low-spin
state. Unfortunately, the poor statistics and the contribution from the decay of the
V "(3026 keV) state in the ^-spectrum allowed only a qualitative verification of this
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assumption. The two lower spectra of fig. 2 show that the 658 keV transition plays
an important role in the decay process of stales above 3 MeV excitation energy.
Due to marginal statistics it was not possible to establish discrete decay paths for
the y " states located at 3.1 MeV.
A partial level scheme of N d based on previous studies - ) and our work is
displayed in fig. 3. In table ] the energies and intensities of y-rays in coincidence
with a-partic!es (£„ — 32-38 MeV) are listed.
l4S

3

9,10

5

"• Nd
5

r.i;. 3. A partial level scheme of " Nd.

4. Gamma-ray multiplicity and level density in the continuum
The heavy-ion compound reaction has been extensively used in studies of y-ray
multiplicities. A serious disadvantage of these measurements is the simultaneous
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Gamma-rays fallowing the '"""Ndl^He, a l ' ^ N d reaction
E (keV)

//)

Transition

352.519)
453.513)
657.7(2)
675.K (6)
708.0(17)
748.3(4)
848.2(3)
920.7(10)
978.^)12)
1051.4(3(1)
1144.3(3)
1460.» 1101

8(21
23(31
I00(7|
21(3)
r.i2)
25(3)
2(1)
6(2)
6(2)
6(21
33(5)
9(31

1403.9 -1051.4
1111.2 — 657.7
657.7-g.i.
748.3-72.5
7K0.5-72.5
748.3 -gA.
920.7-72.5
920.7-g.s.
1(151.4-72.5
1051.4-p .
1802.0-657.7
1533.3-72.5

y

A

*) Normalized lo 1011 for the 657.7 keV transition. The
intensities are taken from the GelLi) projection spectrum
obtained with gates on the a-spectrum (E„ = 32-38 MeVi.

population of states differing in spin and energy. The resulting multiplicity distribu
tion is broad and represents contributions from both statistical and collective
transitions. By means of the present experimental technique one can directly measure
the multiplicity of statistical y-rays as a function of excitation energy. Furthermore,
by assuming a Fermi gas description of states in the continuum the level density
can be extracted.
The upper part of fig. 4 displays the a-particle spectrum above the elastic "'He
peak. The excitation energies refer to the N d nucleus. Below —3 MeV the reaction
populates well separated levels, which were discussed in sect. 3. The general increase
in cross section is due to the Q-value dependence of the reaction mechanism. By
requiring coincidences with the Nal(Tl) counter (middle part of fig. 4) a strong
reduction in counts is found around the neutron binding energy of B = 5.8MeV.
It should also be noticed that the \~ particle group is absent in this spectrum since
no y-rays follow the direct population of the ground state.
The coincidence spectrum W (£ ) is proportional to the ( He, a) cross-section
and to the number of y-rays emitted. Since the cross section is given by the singles
a-spectrum NJE,) the y-ray multiplicity can be deduced by a division of the two
spectra:
|4S

n

3

c

x

M {E )ccN (E )/K(E ).
y

x

c

x

x

(1)

The resulting multiplicity spectrum is shown in the lower part of fig. 4. The spectrum
is normalized to M = 2.0 at an excitation energy of 1.8 MeV (see sect. 3).
It is interesting to notice that the peak structure appearing in the a-spectra (N,
and JV ) does npt give rise to significant fluctuations in the multiplicity spectrum.
v

C
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Fig. 4. Singles a-spectrum (upper part), a-spectmm in coincidence with yiays observed in the Nal(Tl)
detector (middle pan) and y-ray multiplicity spectrum.

The y-ray multiplicity increases gradually with excitation energy up to E = B ,
where a maximum of A/™* = 3.8±0.2 is reached. At this energy the abrupt drop
of AM ~-2 manifests the evaporation of one neutron. The ""Nd isotope is then
populated at low excitation energy and consequently decays with a small number
of y-transitions.
The y-ray multiplicity depends on the probability for the decay from a level at
E to a level at £ „ - E . The y-transition probability of low-spin states at high
excitation energy is given by ")
%

n

y

K

T

PiEJxEWU-Evlir),

(2)

where n is considered as a parameter (see below). The level density p is described
within a Fermi gas model " )
p(E,I,

n)

_2I_
24
!4

!

A
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E" exp[2(aH)" ].

\2*)

(3)
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where a is the level density parameter. The intrinsic excitation energy of the initial
state is defined for odd-even nuclei by )
n

l/-£.-4-(ftV2^WU + D.

(4)

2

where A is the pairing gap parameter and (h /2&)
the rotational moment of
inertia parameter. The average multiplicity M ( £ J of y-rays at various excitation
energies can be calculated from eq. (2) by the use of a cascade computer program ) .
Recently ) , the parameter n of eq. (2) has been determined to be « = 2.8 ±0.7
in the Sm nucleus. In this work we adopt n = 3 which is the value obtained in
general radiation theory for dipole transitions (n=2A + l). This choice of value
implies that possible structural overlap factors in eq. (2) are neglected.
The theoretical M (E ) values derived from eq. (2) with n = 3 are drawn in fig.
5. The curves are calculated for three different values of the level density parameter
ng

T
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Fig. 5. The r-ray multiplicity spectrum obtained in the N d ( H c . o) Nd reaction. Tlr; theoretical
corves are based on a Fermi gas model with the level density parameters a= 12, 14 and 16M«V .
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a = 12. 14 and l6MeV"'. The best fit to the experimental data is obtained for
a = (14.5 ± 2.0) Me V"'. This value is lower than the average a A rule, but is consistent
with other studies on nuclei located near the N = 82 neutron gap").
5. Spectroscopic strength of h,„2 hole states
The continuum part of the a-spectrum {£„ - 32-35 MeV) represents essentially
the h . states and states originating from the n = 4 oscillator shell. In order to
separate out the h , - component from the continuum we will make use of the
results obtained in sects. 3 and 4. In the following, arguments for using the 658 keV
transition as a probe for the h ,., transfer strength are discussed.
Provided that the |*He, a) reaction can be considered as a pure direct process '"*),
the high-/ states which are likely to occur in the excitation region below 6 MeV,
are the h, w^gv.-s and g , states. The g structure is localized *) in the neighbouring
Sm isotone in an energy region from 8 to 10 MeV. If this suggestion is correct
and valid also for the N d nucleus, only a minor contribution from the g<, transfer
is expected below 6 MeV.
A negligible contribution to the 658 keV transition is also expected from the g
transfer. It is reasonable to assume that this contribution is much smaller than the
corresponding feeding of the neighbouring t~ level at 748 keV (see lower part of
fig. 21. The experimental multiplicity spectrum of fig. 5 shows that less than 4
^-transitions participate in the cooling process. Out of these y-rays at most 2-3
transitions are continuum y-rays, whi-j are believed to be of dipole nature ) . A
recent study of the statistical cascade in even-even rare earth nuclei ) shows that
an increase in spin of two units is very unlikely. The absence of transitions from
states with spin larger than " in the -y-spectra of N d supports this conclusion.
Thus, we conclude that the 658 keV transition collects most of its intensity from
the hi transfer, and can be taken as a measure for this transfer strength. However,
a fraction of the states populated in the h
transfer is expected not to contribute
to the 658 keV transition, but choose other decay paths. We believe that this
fraction is small since the competing y-transitions (748,676,848 and 921 keV) are
much weaker than the 658 keV transition.
Based on the arguments given above information on the spectroscopic strength
of the hi,/; states in the continuum can be extracted in two ways:
Method I: With gates on the a-spectrum corresponding to various excitation
energies £ , in N d the coincident 658 keV y-line can be studied in the Ge(Li)
spectrum. The area of this peak divided by the ( He, a) cross section at £„ is then
proportional to the number of entry states decaying through the T ~ ( 6 5 8 keV) level.
Method 2: A coincidence a-spectrum is produced with gate on the 658 keV y-line
in the Nal(TI) detector. By subtracting the background obtained with a gate beside
this line, an a-spectrum is produced which is proportional to the number of entry
states decaying through the 658 keV level.
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Using method 1 the intensity of the 658 keV y~ •* l" transition is well defined in
the Ge(Li) spectrum. On the other hand the statistics is poor. Method 2 has better
statistics, but the 658 keV peak is contaminated by the 676 keV V -* 5" line. In fig.
6 the results obtained with the two methods are shown, and the two procedures
seem consistent. The data are normalized to 100% population for t h e y ' d 802 keV)
level, and are shown in fig. 6 as points (method 1J and histogram (method 2). The
absolute population is high around 1.8 MeV excitation energy due to the 1802 keV
level. Just above this structure ( £ , ~ 2 . 4 MeV) a strong reduction in probability is
apparent. Above £ , — 3.2 MeV the population is surprisingly constant as a function
of excitation energy.
The differential cross section is described by
:

Vd/3/„

*V!i

p

(5)

*<*).

WBA

where a)f
is calculated in the zero-range approximation with no finite-range
correction by means of the DWUCK computer code ) . The normalization factor
N has been determined in the N d ( H e , a ) N d reaction by Løvliøiden et al. ).
These authors compare the experimental spectroscopic factors S,i of the r(g.s.)
and the V~U802keV) states with results from the (d,t) reaction'"J and find
W = 21.6. This normalization leads to a spectroscopic factor of S = 1.9±0.2 for
the V" level at 1802 keV. By removing the Q-value dependence (o- ) from the
observed population probability and normalizing the ~ 1.8 MeV peak to a strength
of S,t = 1.9, we obtain the spectroscoipc strength function shown as dashed lines in
1S
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fig. 6. The function reveals a total strength of S,, = 5.5± 1.0 located below E ~
5.8 MeV. This value is only half the strength predicted from the sum rule S = 2/"+1 =
12 for the hn,i structure.
Although additional h | strength may be found in the excitation region below
5.8 MeV due to y-cascades not including the 658 keV transition, this cannot explain
the discrepancy of more than a factor of two between the deduced strength and the
sum-rule limit. Therefore the observed h
strength indicates a fragmentation to
excitation energies above £ , ~ 5.8 MeV. This interpretation is supported by the fact
that ihe strength function of fig. 6 (dashed lines) shows no tendency to decrease
with energy. If one assumes that the function is constant or decreasing gradually
with higher energies, fragments of hi 2 strength are expected at least up to £ » ~
12 MeV. Hence, one might conclude that the h| single-particle strength is violently
spread. This result is surprising compared to the suggestions in ref. ) that approx.
75% of the total strength in Sm is located below 3.5 MeV of excitation energy.
It would therefore be interesting to carry out a similar analysis for this isotone, as
well.
The observed spreading of the hn/j strength might indicate that also the gv/;
strength is distributed over a much wider energy region than assumed. However,
the relative population of various spin states in the energy region below 1 MeV
(see fig. 2) indicates thai the contribution from g„ transfer to the 658 keV ytransition is not significant.
The analysis above concludes that if the spectroscopic factor of 1.9 for the
1802 keV level from ref. ) is reliable, 50% of the h n pick-up strength is located
to excitation energies above 5.8 MeV. However, the normalization N used by
Løvhøiden et ai ) for N d was a factor of two larger than the one used Cor the
other
N d isotopes. If we adopt such a small normalization factor, the observed
hn/2 cross section below 5.8 MeV exhausts the available h
strength. However,
such a renormalization of the spectroscopic factors creates other difficulties. The
spectroscopic factor assigned to the 1802 keV level will be S,-/~4, twice the value
found in the (d, t) experiment ) and much larger than the spectroscopic factor for
the corresponding level in the Sm isotone ' ).
A similar inconsistency between the (d, \) and the ( He, a) experiments, and with
the systematics in the mass region, are found for other /'transfers. Provided that
the normalization factor is approximately equal for the different /-transfers, the
observed ) strength for the §"* states (1536 keV and 2718 keV) exceeds the value
given by the sum rule with 50%.
Another consequence for this renormalization is that the h
strength function
has to fall off abruptly in the vicinity of the 5.8 MeV excitation energy. The constancy
in the h , , , fraction of the total reaction cross section (fig. 6) gives no indication
of such a declination. Furthermore, at this high excitation energy the single-particle
states are associated with damping widths of the order of 3-4 MeV, which also
contradicts this explanation.
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6. Summary and conclusions
In the present work various aspects on the nuclear cooling process have been
studied in the N d ( H e , a) N d pick-up reaction. The particle-gamma coincidence
technique used in combination with this reaction has been shown to represent a
powerful method in the study of discrete as well as continuum y-transit ions.
Uf,

3

M S

The selective population of high-/ levels has enabled the observation of the
y-decay of the V~(l802keV) and ¥'(1111 keV) levels. In particular the decay of
the 1802 keV level would be difficult to study using other reactions since this level
is situated more than 1 MeV above the yrast line.
145

The -y-ray multiplicity in N d has been determined all the way up to the neutron
binding energy. At this excitation energy a maximum of 2-3 statistical -y-rays
participate in the cooling process. The experimental multiplicity spectrum has been
described within a Fermi gas model and the level density has been determined.
The h i |
strength function has been derived up to an excitation energy of
£,— 5.8 MeV. The data indicate that only —50% of the total strength is located
below this energy. A proper theoretical explanation of such a strong spreading of
hi i/2 single-particie strength would be of great interest.
/ 2
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rare earth region The nuclei were excited in light particle
induced ane nucleon transfer reactions and mcldsiic scatter
ing hiirlher details and jddiiinn.il result > ma) he lound in
I he liicrjlure referred 10 in the lest
I. Introduction

2. Description of the experiments

Jn the Ki«evi eieitalion region of nuclei nun) ol the encrgs
leicls correspond ui almosl pure ainhpurations in either of
tun clussilicatinn schemes The nuclejr shell model and the
collectnc model In the shell model a leu valence nuclcons in
an average held account lor ilie level properties, in the collec
tive model a correlated moiion of several nucleons creates
vibrations and rotations of the nucleus us J whole Mosi ul
the nucleons act Ji spectators in both models and are treated
us lermion pairs in j superfiuid phase

The experimental procedures have been designed to stud)
; -rjdiiinon as a function of c J citation energi The main
object of the measurements is to supply information about
gross structures in the nucleus aboie the yravl line with
emphasize on intrinsic structures connected to one-particle
excitations The single nucleon transfer reactions t i . ?). (d. pj.
Id. i) and i p. d I on nuclei in the rare earth region have been
extensively studied. Some work has also been performed
using the (d.d )and(r. r'| inelastic scattering reactions which
At higher cwiution energies the number of possible con gne supnlemeniar; information.
figurations per energy interval increases evponentialli. more
All these reactions populate selected Mates in a narrow
degree* of freedom open up and the simpler models become spin window and allots an accurate determination of ihe
inadequaie for an over-all description of the nuclear levels
emulation energy by measuring the energy of the ejeclile. The
Still coherence phenomena exist as rciealed b> the various combination of a limned spin range and a veil determined
giant resonances found aboic s II)McVol cvcttationenergy. entry excitation energy is an essential feature of the methods
With increasing intrinsic energi, or temperature, the pair employed in the investigations
correlations ma> break up and a hermi pas type of regime is
A typical experimental set-up is sketched in Fig I Inside
created One m.ii speculate on the possihilitv of other phase the tucuum chamber four &E E telescopes are positioned at
transitions. C g . transitions into chaotic nucleoli it motion, the same forward reaction angle Tor recording nf the ejecnle
but so far such transitions h j i r not heen supported hi ex pen- The telescopes consist of m o Si-tlciectors ol thicknesses
mental evidence
IMtjim and IIGOOiim. respectively, and cover a total solid
A major problem is to lind unambiguous measurable
signatures for correlations and phase transilions in nuclei
5uch properties nf nuclear matter should manifest them
selves. h»v.c»cr in deviations of the v-decav pattern for
healed nuclei from the statistical decay pattern One tuch
signature could be enhanced transition rales for certain cnergics corresponding to correlation "stillnesses" in the nucleus,
another miphi he changes in the ^multiplicity, because nf
prelercnce lor or hindrance ol certain decay routes between
correlated states in the nucleus A theoretical mi estimation
along these lines hat a I read) been made in the svork [ 1 | of
Cisiuresc and Paoli

nnnn

In the following sections »c present results from I he .•
decay pattern studies performed by the Horgen (Klo collabor
a t i o n s the(>»locyclolron The siudicscoscr decay following
excitation up to 40MeV. about the largest attainable eicitation energy at the cyclotron, of several nuclei mainly in the
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• of —Dv i n d " ' D . In I
section we shall report on some studies made in the discrete
spectroscopy region.
Such a case is observed (2) in the (d. II pick-up reactions
populating i lates in ""Dy and "-'P). The singles tnton spectra
angle of Q 25 sr The .•taysasc nreasuitd * n h a n a n J > of up are shown as inserts in Fig. 2 for a bombarding energy of
15McV
and a scattering angle of 30°. Also in this figure are
lo seven 5" • 5" Nal counters, up to four Ge detectors and
an anncompton IDIJI energy spectrometer The outgoing shown high-resolution spectra measured (.'. 4) in a magnetic
charged panicle and subsequent -.-.radiation are then spectrograph The two target nuclei " ' D y and "-'Dy both
measured in coincidence The largeis are metallic Toils of have ground state spin S 2 but positive and negative panties
2mg c m thickness and measuring time is up to a few weeks Essentially (he same spin transfers should be observed in the
two cases leading to two qua si panicle stales with identical
per reacntin
spins and opposite pamies and the same population pa items
for the rotational bands. From the high-resolution spectra in
y pan erm from confignrition
Fig. 2 this is certainly borne out in the en pen menu
:

In the discrete spectroscopy region up to a few MeV above
the yrast line, the deca> pattern of well-specified configur
ation mixed slates ma) be studied in a number of cases Such
decay patterns are of considerable interest in [hemselves and
for the interpretation of the decay from theconnnuum region
where the parent stales are usually not so well known. In this

By combining the high-resolution data with our coincident
-,-specira from the Ge delect orJ . the decay scheme in Fig. 3
has been constructed. The strongly populated K » 4 bands
with band heads at I 779 MeV in ""Dy and 1.536 MeV in
" Dy show remarkable differences in their decay patterns. In
"•"Dyihcy-decaygoestothcA' = 2 gamma vibrational band
with roughly 30% branching to / and 1—2 states. The
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absence of direct deca s lo the ground band is in perfect
agreement mihexpcclj lions considering the A'-forhiddcness
In ""D>. howcscr. iihc * member of (he K = 4 band
decus» Jirectls n<ihc4' and t r members of the ground hand
\ M E.1 iianutMns These sraiwitons would be \hree times
A'-forbidden if the rund-, had pure A'-salucs It is evident from
our data thai ihe A = 4 band is mixed, mosi pro babl) with
Ihrociupnle vibrations Comparing uiih the expelled branchirt[! ratio-. (2) the coupling musl be to the A' = (I or A' = I
band and be of ihe order of " i Also ihc spectroscopic
fatlors, indicate thai Ihc udmnturcs cannol be very large
tsen small couplings can therefore alter the decas pattern
Another interesting coupling phenomenon it displaced in
Fig J in the Nal spccira which hate been measured in
coincidence wilh emerging iritons I rom ihe 2 I 2f>Me\ exotaiion region The bulk ol the slates populated in this region
hate negative pant) in " D j and the decay goes mainly via
the sihrational states located around I MeV of excitation
energi Due lo (heparin change this direct radiation isnf the
Fl isnc

T

Ml I'M fl
l o t h e l 2(400] and 1 2(660] Nilsson orbuals Likewise, we hase
coupled Ihe f'2' member of the vibrational band lo the
3 2(402] and 3 2(651] orbuals Wc have used a coupling
strength of lOkcV between the Nilsson and the vibrational
states and a ftiV = 2 main* clement of 65keV The latter
saluc was chosen 25% lower than in a previous (7) calculation
to obtain belter fits to the experimental data Figure 6 shows
the good agreement between ihecouphng calculation and ihe
measured Id. d'l strength for Ihe I 2 ' and 3 2' slates
The result of the mixing of single-panicle and vibrational
motion is a spread in ',*-ru> energies in odd nuclei compared

In " " H i ihc direct decas lo the ground hand is dominat
ing Since the states hate postnse pam>. the radiation is of
M l type We assume that the A * = 2 coupling provides ihc
necessary (irony Afl = I mains elements connecting the
slates in Ihe 2 1 2d MeV region with the ground band Such
enhanced M1-transitions hast been discussed \5\ h> Chen
and Leandci andareevpccicd in play an important rale in the
decas of highly cxciied slates The extracted configuration
mixings are of the order of 10° >
The examples abose show that the ;-decay pattern is
a sensitise indicator of even small components of certain
configurations in the uave function
A similar decas pattern studs has been earned out (6) for
ihe intermediate odd nucleus '*' D> The spectrum of inelaslica'ls scattered 32 MeV i panicles observed in coincidence
with -,-rays is shown in Fig 5 The very intense peak around
0s> MeV is due lu ihe excitation of the one phonon gamma
vibration coupled lo ihc 5 2' ground stale configuration.
The deduced deca> scheme [6] has only one 9'2" «ate
which corresponds to ihc aligned coupling of ihc ground slate
and the gamma vibration giving A' • 9 2 Furthermore ihe
data reveal the 1 2 ' . .1 2' and 5 2' members of ihc anualigned
A' = I 2 structure
in a high resolution id. d'l studs |7) of '*'Dy it is shown
that ihe collective strength is distributed over several slates
inside ihe 0 9 MeV peak in ihe I r. r ) spectrum To explain (his
spread of strength we hase coupled the t 2 ' vibrational stale

4. Gross stnictiim in the N i t fpecTra
This section deals with characteristic bumps appearing in ihe
V-ray spec Ira for decay of the excitation energy region exIend
ing (torn a f t » MeV above the yrast hnc up to ihe threshold
for panicle emission. In this excitation region the level den
sity is so high thai as a first approximation Ihe y-ray spectra
are expected to exhibit a pure statistical shape given by
A ' I D * j f p(£, -

°»
""Os-ltlifD»
C,.13««
«•U>*

e.

W

£.|d£,.

The levet density p IS taken from Ihe Fermi gas model and the

I

n iht U* dtux'nn
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value u - * iv used \V) lor the exponent corresponding lo
Such ; -spectra have been found | 1 | in compound reactions
leading 10 ihe " D\ and ' " l ) t nuclei An exponential!}
decreasing yield above I MeV of .-rat. cnergv iv obsencd
Belnu i hi-, energt [he irast transitions and a bump corresponding to collective L2 transitions arc kiund in addition lo
[be statistical yield in thi- spectrum
In Kip 7 Ihc :-rav sped r J following the " ' D j d . i ) ' " D >
a n d i h c " D > l t . i T ' D v pick-up reactions [IO)areshown The
m o spectra are ivpical lor even turn and odd nuclei in [he
rare earth rep ion A bump it seen around 1 MeV in the
•/•spectrum for ihe even nucleus, hui is not observed in the
odd case Both ; -spectra reveal, however, a broad bump
emending tiom 2 lo l MeV superimposed wn the exponential
( j 11-off been in the spccirum
In hip «unfolded Nal spectra following the '"'Ybli. * ) Y b
reaction | l l | are shown as a fund ion of natation energy It
it clear that the I MeV component is present in the dean
from all excitation energi regions between 2 and H MeV, We
find lhai more than »5". or the ,-deca> routes from level*
populated with notation energi» above 2 MeV contribute
to the I MeV bump and that a considerable fraction of (he
bump originale, >n ihe innsidor» connecting Ihe (amma and
octupole vibrational states wilh the ground band
A detailed study [I2| of ihe broad bump with ^-energies
around 2.5MeV has been performed far " ' D y . In Fig. 9 is
shown y-ray spectra following the '*"'Dy(r. aJ'^Dy reaction
Tor excitation energy regions between 2 5 and 6 >MeV An
inspection or the spectra shows that y-transit ions with E s
2.5 MeV appear in ihe decay paths from all cxciunon energies Partially, ihiv structure can be explained as enhanced
M1 transitions belween Nilsson orbuals with large angular
momentum content Likewise the 1 2 MeV bump seen in the
' " D y ( d . l)""Dy reaction (see Fijj 4) is due lo enhanced M l
transitions, piobahty of the same nature
:

,

, n

In order lo imesiigjir the possibility of a reaction depcn'
dcni-e for bumps observed in the •-rat spectra, the nucleus
" • D j «as pi>pulaled in m o different reactions |l.1| the I:, i l
pick-up reaction and ihc (i- : I inelastic scattering reaction
While the pick-up rcdCiinn favours single yuiisipaiuclc
stales Miih large hole components, the inelastic scalteiinc
excites prinunh collccme stales Thus, if the bumps in vimc
wa> are associated with dcep-lving hole slates populated
stronglv in Ihe c i j reaction, thev should tanish in the
l-ipecirum following inlasuc scattering
The results are shown in Fiy III The spccira are »er>
similar, the differences seen mjv be explained h> (he dilference in average spin i = 2hi of the stales populated in the
two reactions and lhe slight!} different energv dependence in
In f-ig 11 the same vpecirj are sho»n unfolded uiih the
detector response function Although the unfolding procedure ma> introduce statistical uncertain fe? in the spectra
iheosei-ail shape is reliable The spectra have a shape significant!} difTcreni from the statistical shape indicated b> the
dotted lines B) integrating the diffcrcm parts of these spectra,
the total;-rat multiplicity can be associated with the various
decay component* The resuh is displayed in Fig I - The

The observed bumps pla> a major role in the decay of low
spin slates at high excitation energ> They arc not explained
by statistical models since the) represent favoured deca>
routes These bumps are not observed [9| m high spin studies,
thet seem to appear m (he deca) of low spin states on!)
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ilhplifily ipcclfifrDiTTilucki produced wi
/ir ' I Ini.ilJnl , i j » ipcviu Thr doncil linn *ic tuwJ 01 I fmu p.difference m spin popululion in ihf iwo reactions show up in
ihc coninbunon to the mulliplicii> (if the yrast transitions
onl) li i* J1M> evident that the bump-structures carry marc
multiplied) than the total stansiical p a " of the spectra. From
this we may conclude lhai the observed •••ray spectrum is
indcpendeni of whether calleci»c or single particle com
ponents of low spin state are populated The slates in this
energy region are therefore strongly mued or a compound
sysicm is Formed be To re the nucleus decays.
A similar stud} has been earned out in lighter nuclei 114],
In Fig |J is shown the ;--ra> multipliciiy as u (unction of
excitation energ} (or three di Her en I r induced reactions on
' A I The ;-multiplicity spectra Tor Ihe (T, n and It. I) reac
tions show a sharp drop in ihe multiplicity at I he [heshold for
neutron evaporation reflecting thai proton emission is much
Taster than , -decay
In the inelastic channel, the multiplied) drops slowly nuh
energy Thus, ihe y-decuy competes with particle emission
even several McV above the threshold (or proton escape
The levels populated in inelastic scattering consequent I) have
a larger -/-width, or a lower probability (or proton emission
than the levels created in transfer This means thai the reac
tions populate different structures or that the -/-decay occurs
before a compound nucleus is formed
:

ing energy, more and more neutron channels open up and the
observed -/-radiation may originate in one out of a number of
nuclei [10] [ f i t is assumed thai the neutron decay process is
at Icasi as Tast as v-decay. however, most or the y-radiaiian
belongs to ihe most neutron deficient nucleus obtainable for
a given eicilalion energy in the primary nucleus. A sharp
drop in the y-ray multiplicity should therefore occur at the
threshold fur each neutron channel.
To study the y-multiplicily from highly excited nuclei the
"•"Dyfr, i ) " Dy and '"Dylr. « ) D y reactions were used |I0]
with a bombarding energy of 45 MeV. In Fig. 14 the i-ipectra
observed in coincidence with y-rays detected in Ihe Na! cour
iers and the y-ray multiplicity as function of excitation energy
are shown for the two target nuclei. These spectra are typical
[15. 16] for the rare earth nuclei. At the lowest dilation
energies a large peak appears in the s-spectra which is due to
the Conolii coupling of high-j Nilsson or bi ia Is, There is a
nearly constant yield over roughly 20 MeV. and then an
increase caused by a compound reaction is seen. The changes
in the ;•-multiplicity spectra for each neutron channel are seen
in both cases, the most dramatic charges being for the I n
channel

5. Particle and ^-emotion from bol auclri
As the excitation energy gets larger beyond Ihc neutron bind-
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The z-panide energy cenirotds of ibc various channels can
be il udi cd by jau rig on the Ge spectra on prominent lines
from the various daughter nuclei. The result is shown in
Fig 15 For ihc even-even nuclei we used Ihe ground band
transitions in the galing procedure. In (he odd cases the
•/•intensiiy is spread over many weaker transitions, a larger
fraction of the intensity is therefore missed tn the gating
procedure resulting in poorer statistics, in these spectra. The
change in shape of the i-spectra with neutron channel maybe
npUi
« g s c:

MW

could gci some contribution from the larger spin umdnu
introduced by the compound nucleus formation at the highest
excitation energies.
The Nal v-rj> projecnon spectra can reusonabls well bv
extracted for each daughter nucleus with the result as shown
in Fig 16 The specira do not have the same slopes, thus the
temperatures are noi the same, bul the most striking dif
ference between ihe spectra for the heavier and hghicr isi»lope'- is the disapppearence of the bumps in the latter The
reason for this is not clear, although the larger spin window
at higher excuaiion energy may ai least partis contribute 10
(heir disappearance.
The various channels in Fig IS arc somewhat shifted
compared to the threshold energies indicated bv the arrows.
This shift is caused b> the energy of the neutrons which
allows us 10 determine the average neutron energy The
results arc shown in Fig 17. where the values represent an
averaging over energy as well as over direction We find
somewhat surprisingly approximately the same average
energy 1 = 2 MeVl for all channels, independent of the number
of neutrons (milled
For the one neutron channel the average neutron cnergs
may be determined as a function orcucitatton energy. In Fig,
IX we show the '/-rav multiplicity as a function of excitation
energ) in '*• Dy. The dashed curve represents, the result of a
separate ««penmenl. determining the "' Dy y-ray multiplicity
wiib excitation energy. The shift btiwttn l b » curve and jhr
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indicales sudden changes in the properties of heated nudejr
mallei around an «citation energy of 5Me\
The mechanisms behind ihc abscrsed nun i l j l i i i i c j l cool
ing vre noi full) known nor explained It is a great challenge
in imprme the precision and (jualiis of the measurements in
oiii-r in reveal new. iv sterna tics. new. signatures and ne>*
<in,w paiiern characteristics for healed nuclei We also sec a
tlrong need for increased theoretical efforts in ihis esi/Utne
field of nuclear structure

1 V*'I
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histogram IS essential!* the energi of thccroilled neutron Wc
can i r j n i l i i r m lhis shift in neutron encrg> icisus c'citatii.n
entile T h c i t i u l i n i h r r a n m t'i|! I * There is asuddcnjump
in neutron encre* ai an ewit.mon energi exceeding the ncutrim threshold h> 4 5 Mc\ In lhi> cnrrgt region one cannot
ewluilc toiutitvuiKin-. fiom ton lo mi na non', in ihe largel
Nevertheless, ihe average neutron energi iiom h g IV agrees
uiih the measured ateragc value for ihe I n channel (•(>]
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These findings ure uucrcMiag lo «ompaie ssith line MIUClurei distovered in t h c ; . r j i muliiphotv spectra In scleral
rare earil*rti;Jci| I ~|. the multiplicities of the non-vrjstdecai
rcical npn:;i. j n l deviations I rum cascade calculations based
on Ihe hermi pas formalism, in the energi regmn aboie
SMcV Wc believe thai these observations are related lo
structural changes in ihc- nuvlcus b e u W the scone ol* Ihe
Fermi p s picture Disappearance or pai.--correl(ilions and
eten a transition ta chaotic nucleonic monon might hate ih»
signjlurc Mure work, both theoretical and experimental,
seems necessars Tor firm conclusions to be made

6. Final remarks
We hate given an account or some of the mosi important
results ohtaincd in sludies of heated nuclei al the Oslo
It is found thai the decav from slat» al high excitation
energy con lams transit ions which are noi really statistical in
nature. The abw-aiitwi of «long y-ia> bumps shows thai
certain routes are preferred in Ihe cooling process. Further
more. Ihe ncuiron energi as function of excitation energy
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T H E F I R S T G E N E R A T I O N O F y-RAYS F R O M H O T NUCLEI
M. G U T T O R M S E N , T. R A M S Ø Y . and J. R E K S T A D
Institute of Phvsus, Unwerstu of Oslo, Oslo, Son-ay
Received 25 August 19K6
A method tn extract .spectra »f first generation y-ray.s from nuclear levels at high excitation cnerg> i.s described. The reliability and
converge nee propionics of the method are tested on .simulated data. Some experimental first generation y-rav .-pectra are presented

1. Introduction

rare earth region have been extensive!;* studied. All
these reactions populate states in a narrow spin window
and allow an accurate determination of the excitation
energy. The charged cjcclilcs arc recorded with SE-E
telescopes positioned at forward angles. In coincidence,
y-rays are detected with an array of several Nal counters. Details on the experimental procedure can be
found elsewhere | l - 3 ) .
The present method is based on the assumption that
states populated after the first y-transition have the
same decay properties as states populated directiy in the
particle reaction at that excitation energy. Using the
reactions listed above this condition is probably fulfilled
in regions of high level density. Here, the nucleus seems
to attain a compoundlike system prior to y-emission [3).
Furthermore, the y-decay in continuum consists of slaiistical dipolc radiation carrying a vanishing spin transfer on the average [4,5).
The method is illustrated in fig. 1. For each excitation region (bin) we produce from the particle-y coincidences a y-ray specirum denoted /,. The first generation y*ray specirum of the highest excitation energy (bin
1) is estimated by

The y-ray transition probability can be used to investigate nuclear structure in regions of high level density. The transition rate depends on two factors: (1) the
density of accessible final states and (2) the similarities
between the initial and the final slate. The resulting
Y-ray energy distribution will be a direct measure of
these factors.
In general, the y-decay from high excitation energy
involves a cascade of transitions. With the available
timing techniques there is no way to pick out the first
transition in a specific cascade. The measured spectra
will contain contributions from all generations of y-rays.
Unfortunately, these generations are not well separated
in energy. The determination of (he energy distribution
of the first generation of y-rays is further impeded by
Compton scattering and pair production in the y-countcr.
In this work we present a method to extract the first
generation of y-rays from nuclei at high excitation
energy, produced in reactions with two products: the
daughter nucleus and a charged particle. The experimental setup is based on measuring the charged ejecnles
in coincidence with y-rays from the daughter nucleus.
The formalism of the method is presented in section
2 and tests performed on simulated y-ray spectra are
discussed in section 3. In section 4 some first generation
y-ray spectra are shown. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in section 5.

W i - g ,
where £ is a weighted sum of all spectra

(1)

£-X>,»',/,.

(2)

The coefficients w, are unknown and represent the
probability (L w, — 1) of the decay from bin 1 to bin /.
In fact, the w, values correspond to the first generation
y-ray spectrum A, provided that h is unfolded by (he
response function of the Nal counters. This close relation allows a determination of H-, (an- h) through a
fast converging iteration procedure (see next section).
The coefficients n, of eq. (2) are determined in such
a way that the area of each spectrum /, multiplied by »,
corresponds to the same number of cascades. Thus, for

2. The method
The experimental procedure has been developed at
the Oslo cyclotron and is designed to study y-radiation
as a function of excitation energy. The ( H e , a y ) and
(d, t y ) pickup reactions and the f ^ H e , ' H e ' y ) and
(d, d'y) inelastic scattering reactions on nuclei in the
,

OL68-9OO2/87/S03.50 *. Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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EXTRACTION OF FIRST GENERATION
GAMMA-RAY SPECTRUM
E.
(MeV)

6
Ertwf.
A-

2-

n
Fig 1. The method used to obiain ihi; first genera

singles particle spectra of constant cross-section we
have n, = 1. According lo the experimental conditions
one can choose between two normalization methods.
Singles normalization: The singles particle cross-sec
tion is proportional to the number of populated slates
and thus lo the number of cascades. Let S and 5, be
the cross-sections (arbitary units) measured (or bin 1
and i. The normalization factor for bin / is then given
by

same value can be expressed by

•4(M-i(/ >/«,.
a = (l-l/M )A(/ )/A(g).
l

t

»,-*./*,•

P>
3 . The method applied to simulated y-ray spectra
In this section we test the method on theoretical
spectra. The adventage of such a procedure is that the
obtained first generation spectrum can be compared to
the exact solution.
The theoretical /, spectra are calculated using a
decay model based on Monte Carlo simulations. Above
an excitation energy of £" = 2A = 2 MeV we have used
a level density function according to the Fermi gas
model prediction. Ground band stales <I" •= 0*. 2 *. 4 *
and 6*) and vibrational states < £ , = 1-2 MeV) have
also been taken into accounl. A detailed description of
the model is given in ref. [7|.

(4)

x

In cases when AY, is well determined an area con
sistency check can be applied to eq. (1). Let us assume
that a correction has to be introduced by substituting g
with ag (a close to unity). The area of the first generalion y-ray spectrum is then
A(h)=A{f )-aA{g)
x

(7)

1

Even with well determined n, values (either by singles
or multiplicity normalization) the introduction of a
might be useful in order to compensate for an improper
choice of the weighting function w,.

Multiplicity normalization: The y-ray multiplicity as
a function of excitation energy can be deduced from the
experiments in various ways (1.6]. Let us assume lhal
the y-ray multiplicity M, of bin /" is known and lei
A{f,) represent the area (number of counts) of spectrum
/,. Then the single particle cross-section is proportional
lo A(f,)/M,, and according to eq. (3) we find

n.-AMC/iV'MU).

(«)

l

Combining eqs. (S) and (6) we obtain

(5)

For each excitation energy (each bin i) we have
simulated 2000 cascades of y-rays. The computer code

and corresponds to a y-rav multiplicity of one unit. The
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of the deeay model accumulates two types of spectra:
one spectrum contains all y-rays in the cascades and
another contains the first y-ray in each cascade. These
spectra represent full energy photo-absorption events.
In order to simulate N a l spectra we fold them with the
Nal response function. Hence, we have access to both
folded and unfolded theoretical /, and h spectra for all
excitation energies.
In fig. 2 the method is tested for singles and multipl
icity normalization of the n, coefficient!». The shown
spectra, which are folded, represent two typical regions
of interest. In the high excitation region ( £, = 7.7 MeV)
the y-dccay takes place within a Fermi gas and the
energy distribution is of continuum type. In the lower
excitation region ( £ , = 3.2 MeV) y-ray bumps appear
due to sudden changes in the level density around 1
MeV {vibrational slates) and 2 MeV (2 quasi-particle
states) of excitation energy.
The agreement with the exact solution (lower part of
fig. 2) is excellent for both normalizations. This is not
surprising since the correct weighting function *-,. which
is known from the simulations, has been applied. How
ever, we observe small variations, mainly due to the
statistical uncertainties in the /, and g spectra. The
width of bins also plays some role, however, the applied
width of 0.5 MeV seems sufficiently narrow to obtain
an adequate description of the true decay pattern.

The dependence on the weighting function w, is
demonstrated in fig. 3. With different choices of w, (see
left part) wc find that the shape of the first generation
spectra (right part) remains almost the same. The most
striking effect is a change in area which can be under
stood in the following way: Take for instance the
weighting function with the lowest energy cenlroid
(middle part of fig. 3). The g spectrum is in average
built up of spectra from high excitation energy. Thus,
this spectrum represents higher multiplicity and more
counts. The result is that the difference spectrum A = / ,
- g contains too few counts. In such cases the area
correction procedure (cqs. (5) and (7)) can to some
extent compensate for these effects. However, a better
treatment is of course to find the correct weighting
function and apply it to the data.
The weak dependence of the first generation y-ray
spectra for various weighting functions w, can be utilized
to find the correct w itself. The following iteration
procedure is suggested:
(1) Apply a trial function H-,.
(2) Deduce h.
(3) Transform h to H-, (i.e. unfold h, make h having
same energy calibration as w,, normalize area of h
to 1).
(4) ]f w, (new) = w, (old) then finished, else proceed
with (2).
We huve tested the convergence of this iteration
procedure on spectra from the continuum region (£', •=
7.7 MeV). In fig. 4 the centroid of the unfolded first
t

WEIGHTING

GAMMA-RAY
Fig ;

ENERGY

(MeV)

ENERGY

l.GEN. GAMMA

(MeV)

Fig 3 First generation y-ray spectra obtained \
weighting fund ions M ,.

First generation y-ray spectra from 7.7 MeV and 3.2
MeV of excitation energy
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deviation is reduced to - 0.03 MeV. Excellent agreement is obtained in the third iteration. However, taking
into account experimental uncertainties the solution
after second iteration is fully acceptable.
The convergence has also been tested for the decay
within a regime of states wiih abrupt changes in the
level density. Here, prominent decay routes appear as
y-ray bumps in the spectra. Fig. 5 demonstrates that the
unfolded first generation y-ray spectrum, even in this
case, is reproduced almost perfectly after second iteration.
It is interesting to notice from fig. 5 thai the convergence is faster for the higher energy part of the spectrum. This means that the high energy part is less
dependent on other generations of y-rays and is therefore most reliable.

Fig. 4. The y-ray energy centroid of the unfolded firsl generation spectra deduced in the itcraiion procedure (.sec lext).

4. Experimental first generation y-rays
generation spectrum is shown for each iteration. As trial
function we have used a constant distribution with a
width of 3 MeV. Two tests have been performed, one
test with the trial function 1.2 MeV below {circles) and
one with the trial function 0.8 MeV above (squares) the
exact centroid (broken line). Already in the first iteration the centroids in both cases are as close as ~ 0.2
MeV from the correct value. In the next iteration the

The extraction of the experimental first generation
y-ray spectra can imply some difficulties. From a statistical point of view the spectra contain about the same
number of counts as used in the simulations above.
Furthermore, the n, factors can easely be determined
with an accuracy of 3 - 4 ? . However, the experimental
conditions can introduce severe systematical errors. The
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Fig 6. Experimental first generation y-rav spectra from A\ <
2.7 MeV measured in the '"'Dvt'He. ayI'^-DV reaction
fast convergence is observed
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750 -

E, = 7 . 3

measurements should run with minimal pilcup effects
both for ihe particle-counters and the y-countcrs. Il is
important to use highly enriched targets without any
contaminations. Also isomeric states in the level scheme
can complicate the analysis.
In fig. 6 is shown first generation y-ray spectra from
an excitation energy of 2.7 MeV. The data are taken
from the " 'Dy(*'Hc, a y j ' ^ D y reaction with a beam
energy of 45 MeV. In the first iteration a trial weighting
function H , according to the Fermi gas model prediction has been chosen. The procedure has converged after
second iteration, as expected from the tests in sect. 3.
Figs. 7 and K show the final results of both the Nal
and the unfolded y-rav spectra Tor " D v and ' "Yb,
respectively. The excitation regions are typical for the
decay in high and low level densiw regimes. The shown
unfolded spectra demonstrate the problem of proper
unfolding oT spectra with few counts. However, the
results arc very encouraging with respcel to future experiments with higher statistics.
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5. Conclusion
A method to extract first generation y-ray spectra
has been described, tested and applied to data from the
{'He, a y ) reaction. The weighting function ncccessary
in the subtraction of other generations of v-ravs can be
found in a fast converging iteration procedure.
The method works well in various excitation regions,
also in regions with abrupt changes in the level density.
The reliability of the method makes it a promising tool
in the study of hot nuclei where the search for phase
transitions is of outmost interest.

Fig, 7 First generalion Nal -y-rjv spectra (lefti and unfolded
.spectra I right) deduced from the "D\{ "He. ay ]'* D> reaction wiih /.l 'Hel--15 MeV The equation energv windo*
ha-.;! width of - I MeV
ll

E,-

7.3

;
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3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The particle-gamma coincidence technique, presented in this work, has
proved to be a powerful tool in the study of nuclear structure. The most
important feature is the ability to select well-defined excitation regions of
entry states in a narrow spin window. In this work we have focused on the ydecay of low-lying discrete states (paper 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) and the gross
structure properties in the region far above the yrast Une (paper 2.3,2.4 and
2.5).
The A'-quantum number is known to be an important quantity in the
deexcitation process in the low excitation region where the number of
available states is limited. The apparent SK = 4 transition reported in paper
2.1 from the 5" member of the K'= 4" band (1779 keV) in D y is explained
through a mixing with other states, probably of octupole nature, having low
jf-values. Calculations show that even a small admixture (~ 1%) of K = 0 or
1 in the wave function can reproduce the decay. Another group has confirmed
this branching in the (a,2n) reaction ')•
lM

It is known from single particle transfer reactions that the 4 1 ^ = 2 coupling
strongly modifies the single neutron transfer strength of some rare earth
nuclei. The coupling appears between Nilsson orbitals originating from
oscillator shells with a difference of 2 in the main oscillator number. Experi
mentally, this mechanism has been observed between the [66011/2* and
[400J1/2* orbitals and the [651J3/2* and [402]3/2* orbitals '). The direct
feeding into the ground band from highly excited states is almost twice as
strong in Dy as in Dy. This is in contradiction to the expected intensities
since the decay in Dy should involve Ml transitions compared to El
transitions for the ?Dy case. The observed branching is explained by intro
ducing components of [660]l/2* and [65113/2* into the wave functions. Even
with a AN, = 2 admixture of only 10% the enhanced decay to the ground band
can be explained.
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In paper 2.2 the coincidence method is applied to the study of the decay
pattern from unresolved structures observed in the inelastic scattering
" ' D y r ø e ^ H e T ^ D y reaction. The structure is located at E » 0.9 MeV, and
the Y-ray spectra show that it consists of several levels. The states originate
from coupling between the y-vibrational band and the ground state configuration giving rise to one aligned and one antialigned band. The 1/2* and
3/2* members of the antialigned band are expected to interact with states
from the AT = 4 and iV = 6 oscillator shells. By introducing coupling to the yvibrational band in the description, a good reproduction of the observed levels
is obtained. The three-state mixing calculation was performed with interaction matrix elements of 30 and 65 keV for the particle-vibration coupling and
the 4N = 2 coupling, respectively.
x
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A few MeV above the yrast line the level density is so high that the structure
of single-particle states is smeared out in excitation energy. A new technique
for investigating the spreading mechanism is presented in paper 2.3. The Ytransitions from the t i l l keVand 1802 keVlevels in " N d are used as probes
for studying the vfe strength. The method is based on the assumption that
the dominating part of high-./ states in the excitation region from 3 to 6 MeV
originates from the h „ orbital, and that an increase in spin during the decay
is very unlikely. A surprisingresult ofthis study is that only- 50% of the deeplying v A strength is found below the neutron threshold energy. Thus, the
residual interactions must involve unknown mechanisms able to produce
violent fragmentation of the strength.
6
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In paper 2.4 we have presented a review of our projects. An important feature
is the Y-ray spectra from the high excitation regions, which reveal surprising
results. Partly they display a statistical shape as expected from the Fermi gas
model, but with prominent Y-ray bumps superimposed on it. The bumps
represent favoured deexcitation routes in nuclei and they contain a considerable fraction of the total y-decay. A bump seen at 1 MeV is likely to consist
of transitions from the beginning of the two-quasiparticle regime into the
vibrational bands and the following transitions from these bands into the
ground band, both having Y-ray energies of about 1 MeV. Another bump
visible at a Y-ray energy of - 2.5 MeV has been interpreted as enhanced Ml
transitions between Nilsson states with high intrinsic angular momentum ).
3
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However, transitions from the two-quasiparticle regime at excitation energy
of about 24, could also be the origin of this structure.
Of special interest in the study of the high excitation region is the primary vrays. A method to extract these transitions has been presented in paper 2.5.
The method has been applied to the PHe.'He) reaction giving information on
™Dy, Dy, "°Yb and > Yb. The statistical distribution of first generation yrays from excitation energy E is given as
1M

7z

K

N (E ,E,)ocElp(E -E )
y

x

r

(6)

y

where p is the level density expressed by an independent particle Fermi gas
as )
1

pOJ)--^^,

(7)

where U = E — A. The distribution of eq.6 is clearly observed in the
experiments. However, we also find a strong non-statistical decay component
havingenergy of about 0.4 MeV. Some first-generation spectra are presented
in fig. 3.1. The bump is seen in gates with excitation energies ranging from
5.6 MeV up to the threshold energy for neutron emission. The energy and the
relative intensity of the bumps do not vary significantly with excitation
energy. An angular correlation pattern as expected for dipole radiation is
observed. However, the origin of this low energy bump is not clear. It is
unlikely to consist of transitions between two phases of nuclear matter since
the y-ray energy is independent of excitation energy. One can speculate
whether the bump can be associated with transitions between two adiabaticaliy separated regimes in nuclei. This problem will be one of the real
challenges to explore in future investigations.
x

The full benefit of this contribution will be achieved in studies carried out
with the CACTUS multidetector system.
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Fig.3.1: First generation 7-ray spectra from Dy, Yb and Yb.
Insert: Comparison between the unfolded spectra (solid line) and
the modified Fermi gas predictions (dotted line). (Ref.5)
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